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by



Guest Author







As a small business owner or passionate creator, you probably already know the importance of connecting with your audience and building a solid brand presence.  




But if you’re not entirely convinced yet, just ask any of the 90% of marketers who admitted to using social media for their business in a 2022 Hootsuite survey.




This guide is your ticket to understanding the ever-changing social media game. 




We’ll cover everything from crafting a winning strategy to creating content that captivates your audience, and measuring your success like a pro.




Chapter 1: Understanding social media fundamentals 




Each social media platform caters to a unique demographic and serves a different purpose. Let’s start with a quick overview of each of the major platforms: 




	Facebook: This platform is particularly effective for building community, engaging with audiences through posts, live videos, and Facebook Groups. Businesses can benefit from its comprehensive advertising options and robust analytics tools.
	Instagram: Instagram is great for brands with strong visual content. It’s particularly effective for lifestyle, fashion, and beauty brands. Features like Instagram Stories, Reels, and IGTV offer diverse ways to engage with a younger, trend-focused audience.
	Twitter/X: A platform for real-time conversation, Twitter/X excels in real-time content. It’s ideal for businesses that want to establish thought leadership, engage in industry conversations, or provide customer service through its direct and public messaging capabilities.
	LinkedIn: The go-to platform for professional networking, LinkedIn is a powerful tool for B2B companies. It’s ideal for establishing industry authority, networking, and recruiting, with a more formal tone than other social platforms.
	TikTok: The newest player, TikTok, has revolutionized short-form video content. It’s an excellent platform for reaching a younger audience with creative, engaging, and often viral content. 





The evolution of social media




The evolution of social media over the years has been nothing short of remarkable, transforming from basic communication platforms to integral components of global digital marketing strategies.




Platforms like Friendster and MySpace marked the beginning of social media, focusing primarily on personal connections and networking.




The emphasis was on individuals sharing their experiences, thoughts, and interests, laying the groundwork for the user-generated content that dominates today’s social media.




With the advent of Facebook, Twitter, and later Instagram, the scope of social media broadened significantly. These platforms introduced features like news feeds, hashtags, and more sophisticated sharing options, increasing user engagement.




These platforms started evolving beyond personal use, becoming vital tools for news dissemination, political campaigning, and public discourse.




Platforms like Facebook and Instagram then began introducing advertising tools, allowing businesses to target users based on detailed demographics, interests, and behaviors.




The development of analytics tools gave businesses insights into user engagement and campaign performance, enabling more data-driven marketing strategies.
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Key terms and concepts in social media




Engagement: Engagement refers to how users interact with social media content, including actions like likes, comments, shares, and views. It’s a crucial metric as high engagement often indicates content that resonates with audiences, playing a key role in building a strong online community and improving visibility.




Reach and impressions: Reach and Impressions are metrics that measure the extent and frequency of your content’s visibility. Reach counts the total number of unique users who see your content, while Impressions track how often the content appears. Understanding the difference helps in assessing how far and how often your content is being viewed.




Algorithm: Social media algorithms are the behind-the-scenes calculations determining content visibility in user feeds. These algorithms prioritize content based on factors like relevance, user preferences, and engagement levels. Grasping how these algorithms work is crucial for optimizing content strategies for better reach and engagement.




Content strategy: A content strategy in social media involves planning, producing, and managing content to meet specific business goals. This strategy should align with audience interests and preferences, and it encompasses decisions about types of content, posting schedules, and engagement tactics.




Hashtags: Hashtags are used on social media to categorize and enhance the discoverability of content. They are critical for extending content reach beyond existing followers, especially when using trending or relevant hashtags to tap into broader conversations.




User-Generated Content (UGC): User-Generated Content (UGC) is any form of content created by users instead of the brand, such as photos, videos, reviews, or testimonials. It’s valued for its authenticity and can significantly boost engagement and trust in a brand.




Influencer marketing: Influencer marketing leverages individuals with a significant and engaged following to promote products or services. This approach can effectively increase brand visibility, credibility, and drive sales, particularly when influencers align well with the brand’s values and audience.




Social media analytics: Social media analytics involves using tools and metrics to measure and analyze the performance of social media activities. Key metrics like engagement rate, reach, impressions, and conversion rates provide insights into the effectiveness of social media strategies and campaigns.




Social listening: Social listening is the process of monitoring social media channels for mentions and conversations related to a brand, competitors, or industry. It’s essential for understanding audience sentiment, gathering feedback, and gaining strategic market insights.




Virality: Virality refers to the extent to which content is rapidly and widely shared on social media. Achieving virality can significantly enhance a brand’s visibility and engagement, often leading to substantial growth in audience reach in a short timeframe.




Paid social: Paid social is the practice of using paid advertisements on social media platforms to reach broader and more specific audience segments. It complements organic strategies by targeting users based on specific demographics, interests, and behaviors, thereby driving diverse marketing objectives.




Community management: Community management involves managing and fostering relationships with a social media community. It includes moderating discussions, responding to comments, and engaging with users, which are all vital activities for building loyalty and maintaining a positive brand image.




Conversion rate: The conversion rate in social media marketing is the percentage of users who take a desired action (like making a purchase) after engaging with a post or ad. It’s a crucial metric for evaluating the return on investment (ROI) of social media efforts, especially in driving sales.




Social commerce: Social Commerce refers to the integration of e-commerce functionalities into social media platforms. This trend allows users to make purchases directly within the platform, streamlining the shopping process and leveraging social engagement to boost sales.




Chapter 2: Crafting your social media strategy




Crafting a compelling social media strategy is vital for small business owners and creators, simply because it helps focus on clear, specific, and achievable objectives. 




Having a well-defined strategy in place helps with understanding:




Your Audience: What gets your audience going? Are they professionals browsing LinkedIn, or younger audiences devouring video content on TikTok?




What to Post: Does educational content work better for your niche? Or does giving importance to aesthetics matter? Ideally, a mix of educational, promotional, and user-generated content tends to succeed.




Brand Voice and Visual Aesthetics: What is your brand about and what are your guiding principles? Your social media strategy should reflect that consistently.




When to Post: When is your target audience online? Consistency and frequency is key. 




Why To Post: Why are you building a social media strategy? Is it to  build and nurture relationships, enhance brand visibility, or  drive specific marketing goals?
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Chapter 3: Content creation for social media




Creating engaging social media content is both an art and a science. Here’s a look at some guiding principles:




	Authenticity: This helps in building trust and fostering connections.

	Visual appeal: High-quality visuals and aesthetics are crucial, especially
on visual platforms like Instagram.

	 Diverse, valuable content: Engaging content should be valuable, whether for education, information, or entertainment. Storytelling  can enhance emotional connections with the audience.





Relevance, interaction, and timeliness, including awareness of current trends and real-time engagement, are also key. Diversification in content types, tailored to each platform’s strengths, keeps feeds dynamic and engaging.




Find all our expert tips on creating great social media content here.




The role of a social media calendar




Once you know what you want to post and have a strategy in place, a social media calendar can help you execute your goals. It aids with planning and scheduling posts in advance and aligning content with marketing strategies and business goals.




Ideally, the calendar should include a mix of content types, optimal posting schedules, important dates, and themes for campaigns, providing a structured yet flexible framework for content delivery.
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Remember – User-Generated Content (UGC) is pivotal, acting as social proof and enhancing engagement and authenticity. It varies from simple product photos to complex testimonial videos, reflecting the brand’s impact from the user’s perspective. 
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Additionally, each social media platform has preferences for different content types, such as images for Instagram, videos for TikTok and YouTube, stories for quick updates, live streams for real-time engagement, long-form content for LinkedIn, and interactive content for enhanced audience engagement. 




Get access to strategies on making the best social media calendar here.




Chapter 4: Social media management for efficiency




Beyond basic scheduling and monitoring, tools like Hootsuite, Buffer, and Sprout Social offer advanced features like sentiment analysis, keyword tracking, and automated reports. This can help you understand your audience’s perception and refine your strategy.

These platforms often integrate with other tools such as Google Analytics or CRM systems providing a more comprehensive overview of your digital marketing efforts
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Why you should use content management platforms




	Content optimization: These platforms often provide recommendations for optimal posting times and content formats based on analytics, enhancing engagement and reach.
	Crisis management: Quickly respond to negative feedback or crises by monitoring social conversations in real time, allowing for swift damage control.
	Streamlined management: Cross-platform integration allows for a unified approach to managing different social media channels, ensuring consistent messaging and branding across platforms.
	Efficient workflow: By managing all accounts in one place, you can save time and reduce the likelihood of errors, such as posting the wrong content on a platform.





Balancing automation with personal engagement




Effectively using automation in content scheduling can definitely help  with efficiency. 




Automating the publication of evergreen content and posts timed for peak audience activity can free up resources, allowing more focus on real-time engagement and fresh content creation. Setting up automated alerts for brand mentions or relevant keywords can facilitate timely and relevant interactions.




However, maintaining a personal touch in social media engagement is equally important. 




Allocating specific times for live interactions, such as responding to comments or engaging with other users’ content, adds a human element to the digital interaction. 




It’s important to balance automated responses with personalized communication, especially when addressing customer queries or feedback. This balance ensures that while efficiency is maximized, the authenticity and personal connection with the audience are not compromised.




To get actionable insights on  how to be more efficient, read our guide on social media management.




Chapter 5: Growing your audience with social media marketing




Organic growth 




Organic growth on social media refers to the natural increase in followers, engagement, and brand presence without paid promotion. 




Central to this approach is engaging with followers. This engagement is more than just responding to comments; it’s about creating a community around your brand, fostering meaningful interactions that resonate with your audience’s interests and needs. 




It’s vital for building long-term relationships with your audience, enhancing brand loyalty, and encouraging word-of-mouth promotion.




Using hashtags strategically is another integral aspect of organic growth. Hashtags function as discovery tools, helping users interested in specific topics or themes find your content. 




By using relevant and trending hashtags, you can increase your content’s reach, connect with like-minded individuals, and even participate in broader conversations within your industry or niche.




Collaborations, whether with influencers, customers, or other brands, can significantly amplify your reach. These partnerships can take various forms, such as joint campaigns, co-branded content, or guest appearances. 




They leverage the audiences of both parties, creating a symbiotic relationship that benefits all involved through increased exposure and shared resources.




Social media advertising




Social media advertising is another essential tool for extending your reach beyond organic growth. Different platforms offer various advertising options, each tailored to specific types of content, audience demographics, and marketing goals. 




For instance, Instagram ads are visually-driven, while LinkedIn ads might focus more on professional content and networking.




The benefits of social media advertising are many. It allows for targeted marketing, reaching specific demographics, locations, interests, and behaviors, thus ensuring that your message gets to your desired audience. 




Furthermore, the measurable nature of social media advertising provides insights into ad performance, enabling data-driven decision-making for future campaigns.




Getting started with social media advertising involves identifying your campaign objectives, such as brand awareness, lead generation, or direct sales. 




A small-scale test campaign can be a practical approach, allowing for adjustments based on performance data. Choosing the right platform, crafting engaging ad content, and setting a realistic budget are also crucial steps in this process.




Learn how you can grow your reach with social media advertising.




Working with social media agencies




Social media agencies bring expertise and experience in crafting and executing effective social media strategies. When engaging an agency, you can expect them to develop a customized strategy aligned with your business goals. 




This strategy typically includes aspects like content creation, platform selection, audience targeting, and performance metrics.




A social media agency’s role often extends to content creation and management, ensuring consistent and high-quality posts across channels. 




They also handle engagement and community management, fostering interaction with your audience and managing your online reputation. 




Analytics and reporting are other critical areas where agencies contribute. They provide detailed insights into the performance of your social media activities, including engagement metrics, audience growth, and return on investment. 




For strategies involving paid advertising, agencies manage everything from creative development to targeting and budget management. 




Chapter 6: Measuring success with social media analytics




Native social media analytics tools, such as Facebook Insights and Twitter Analytics, provide detailed insights into post performance, audience demographics, and engagement. 




Third-party solutions like Sprout Social and Google Analytics extend these capabilities across multiple platforms, offering comprehensive data on engagement rates, reach, click-through rates, and conversions. 




Key metrics such as engagement rate, reach, impressions, click-through rate (CTR), conversion rate, customer lifetime value (CLV), social share of voice (SSoV), and referral traffic are critical for assessing how well content resonates with audiences, the effectiveness of social media in achieving business goals, and how a brand’s online presence compares to competitors. 




This analytical understanding is crucial for refining social media strategies, enhancing content performance, and making data-driven decisions to achieve desired outcomes.
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The importance of tracking and analyzing your social media performance




Regularly tracking and analyzing key metrics allows you to see what resonates with your audience, adjust strategies, and optimize future campaigns.




The way we measure social media success has evolved significantly. Initially, the focus was primarily on vanity metrics like likes and follower counts. Now, more comprehensive analytics offer insights into audience behavior, content engagement, and the actual ROI of social media efforts.




Linking social media metrics to overall business objectives is crucial. For instance, if the goal is brand awareness, tracking metrics like share of voice or brand mentions becomes important. For sales conversions, tracking click-through rates and conversion rates is key.




Real-world examples of successful social media analytics application




Dove’s Real Beauty campaign




Dove’s Real Beauty campaign, aimed at promoting body positivity and challenging beauty stereotypes, utilized social media sentiment analysis to gauge audience reactions and demographics. 




This approach led to high engagement, particularly from women in certain age groups, and enabled Dove to continuously adapt their messaging, keeping the campaign relevant and resonant with their audience.
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Airbnb’s user-centric approach




Airbnb’s strategy focused on user-generated content, tracking engagement and analyzing referral traffic from social media to their website. 




This approach highlighted the value of authentic user stories in their marketing, led to better utilization of platforms for different campaigns, and optimized ad spending by concentrating on high-performing platforms and formats.
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 Wendy’s Twitter engagement




Wendy’s distinctive approach on Twitter, characterized by witty and bold engagement, involved close monitoring of engagement, reach, and public sentiment. 




This unique social media persona resulted in viral content, setting Wendy’s apart in the fast-food industry. Competitive benchmarking was crucial in maintaining their distinctive brand voice and continuously innovating their social media strategy.
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Chapter 7: Advanced techniques and trends in social media




Staying ahead in the dynamic social media landscape means keeping abreast of the latest trends and technologies. Here’s a look at some of the most impactful trends:




1. Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) 




Brands are increasingly using AR and VR to offer immersive experiences. Gucci, for instance, has used AR for virtual try-ons of their products, while Nike has created VR experiences for product launches. 




These technologies provide an engaging and interactive way for audiences to connect with products.
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2. Ephemeral Content




Ephemeral content, like Snapchat Stories or Instagram Stories, disappears after a short period. This type of content is typically more casual and creates a sense of urgency and exclusivity.




3. Social Commerce




Platforms are increasingly integrating shopping features, allowing users to make purchases directly through social media. Instagram Shopping and Facebook Marketplace are prime examples of how social media is becoming a significant e-commerce platform.




Unpacking social media algorithms




TikTok algorithm




The TikTok algorithm primarily values initial engagement, showing new videos to a small audience first and expanding reach based on positive interactions like likes, shares, and comments. 




Visibility is influenced by user interactions, video information (captions, sounds, hashtags), and user account settings (language, country). The algorithm favors content that sparks viewer interaction, uses trending sounds and hashtags, and encourages community engagement through comments and discussions.




Instagram algorithm




Instagram’s algorithm is engagement-focused, giving priority to content that receives more likes, comments, and shares. 




It emphasizes relationships (showing content from regularly interacted accounts), user interests (content similar to past interactions), and timeliness (favoring recent posts). 




To optimize for this algorithm, posting when the audience is most active, using engaging visuals and captions, and leveraging features like Instagram Stories are effective strategies.




Facebook algorithm




Facebook’s algorithm prioritizes content fostering meaningful interactions, especially from friends and family. Key factors include engagement (likes, comments, shares), content type (preference for video, particularly live video), and recency of posts. 




Optimizing content for this algorithm involves creating conversation-driven posts, utilizing Facebook Live for real-time engagement, and regularly analyzing Facebook Insights to understand audience preferences and adjust strategies accordingly.
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Learn about which social media platform is best suited to your goals.




Chapter 8: Avoiding common pitfalls




Common mistakes in social media marketing




1. Inconsistent branding: Maintaining a consistent brand voice and aesthetic across social media is crucial. Inconsistency can confuse the audience and weaken brand identity. Consistency in branding ensures a recognizable and memorable brand presence.




2. Inauthentic or overly promotional content: Authenticity is key in social media marketing. Inauthentic or overly promotional content can alienate audiences. Genuine content fosters trust and builds a stronger, more engaged community.




3. Neglecting audience engagement: Regular interaction with the audience is essential for building community and loyalty. Ignoring audience engagement can create a negative impression and diminish brand loyalty.




Learn how to avoid these mistakes with tips on social media marketing.




Navigating the challenges of social media management




1. Time management and content creation: Efficiently managing time and content is crucial for effective social media management, especially for small teams. Efficient management ensures a steady flow of quality content and better audience engagement.




2. Adapting to platform changes: Keeping up with the ever-evolving nature of social media platforms is vital. Adapting strategies in response to changes ensures continued effectiveness and audience reach.




Final thoughts




Mastering social media requires patience, persistence, and passion. As a small business owner or content creator, your unique story and approach are what will resonate with your audience. Keep iterating, stay authentic, and enjoy the journey of building long-term partnerships.




Your journey in this dynamic and exciting landscape has just begun. Embrace it with enthusiasm and optimism, and watch as it opens doors to new opportunities and successes for your brand or creative endeavors.




FAQs




1.What are the key social media platforms I should focus on for my small business or as a content creator?




Focus on platforms that align with your brand and audience. Facebook is great for community building and diverse demographics, Instagram for visual content and a younger audience, Twitter for real-time engagement, LinkedIn for B2B and professional networking, and TikTok for creative, short-form videos targeting a younger audience.




2. How do I measure the success of my social media strategy?




Measure success using key metrics like engagement rate, reach, impressions, click-through rates, and conversion rates. Tools like Facebook Insights, Twitter Analytics, and third-party solutions like Sprout Social provide comprehensive analytics to gauge your strategy’s effectiveness.




3. How important is user-generated content (UGC) in social media marketing?




UGC is extremely important as it provides authenticity and builds trust with your audience. It increases engagement and extends your content reach. Encouraging your followers to share their experiences with your brand can be highly beneficial.




4. What should I do if I lack expertise in managing social media?




Consider partnering with a social media agency if you’re scaling efforts or lack in-house expertise. Agencies offer strategic direction, content creation, and manage engagement and analytics. Alternatively, invest in social media training for yourself or your team.




5. How do I adapt my social media strategy to changing trends and algorithms?




 Stay informed about the latest trends and algorithm changes. Regularly attend webinars, follow industry news, and be flexible in adapting your content and strategy. Regularly review your analytics to understand what content resonates with your audience.




	

		

	


The 10 Superpowers of AI: Insights into How Artificial Intelligence Can Amplify Our Humanity






by



Jeff Bullas







The term “Artificial” is a suitcase word (a word with many meanings) that has been slapped on an idea and concept like a QR code on a product.




Some meanings “artificial” conjures up include fake, simulated and sham.




But AI is not any one of those. 




Is AI a new human species? 




Yuval Harrari is a historian that distilled human history and its evolution into a few hundred pages in this book “Sapien.”




Recently he posed the idea that AI will become a new species of humans. 




Robots, aka the new “Oracle,” are entities with complete knowledge, omnipresence, and flawless memory, but they will not lead to our destruction or replacement. Instead, they represent a milestone in the ongoing evolution of Homo sapiens.




He poses the idea that the new AI human (maybe we should call it “AI Sapien”) will grow up next to us.  




One of AI’s superpowers is that it is rapidly learning the art of storytelling. That’s what myths are built on and humans place their hopes and dreams on. Stories makes us human. That’s what Yuval sees as an existential threat.  




Religion thrives on myths and stories 




“Never let truth get in the way of a good story” was a famous line by Mark Twain. And religion has used this to great effect. 




Stories from past millenia are preached from the religious pulpit. They are passed from generation to generation in tribal rituals and shared around burning fires by the sages, shamans and chiefs of tribes that have an addictive hold on human imagination and our beliefs. 




They gave us common beliefs that were often more fiction than truth. But these stories created communities and became embedded in psyches.




Despite our rational modern world, the rise of science and Darwin’s “Origin of The Species”, reason hasn’t suppressed or replaced religious belief. 




In 2015 there were 2.17 billion Christians, 1.6 billion Muslims and 1.03 billion Hindus, according to Pew Research (totaling 4.79 billion people). This global religious believer population is projected to reach 7.02 billion by 2050.




Man’s search for meaning doesn’t seem to be found in a petri dish or in a data center. It seems that it is found in the church, temple or mosque. 




The paradox of the modern age is between the two extremes of scientific reason and religious belief. It is the ongoing tension of rational data and science that is wrapped in reason and the human mind that battles the myths and stories that touch human hearts and souls.  
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Artificial Intelligence is not separate from us




The adjective “Artificial” is defined as “made by human skill but produced by humans as opposed to natural” as defined by dictionary.com 




But why should we call it unnatural?




Artificial intelligence isn’t artificial. 




It is just human creativity captured in data. 




It is human intelligence distilled in vast information recorded on hard drives.




The fuel of AI is human. 




It rises out of humanity.




It is just captured in bits and bytes.




Not the natural world as we know it. 




Not organic.




But very human. 




Distilled in the data of us.




Collected by the Internet of us.




The web of us.




Created by us.




Artificial Intelligence is Augmented Intelligence




The superpowers of AI are many. 




The technology created by humans that feasts on the data, creativity, stories, images and videos of innovative sapiens allows us to amplify and augment human intelligence.




AI extends our humanity.




This couldn’t have happened if we didn’t have the web, the Internet, computers and other enabling technologies that mapped human thought, insights and output. 
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What are the 10 superpowers of AI?




AI’s “superpowers” are its remarkable capabilities that extend, augment, or even surpass human abilities in various domains. 




Here are some of the most notable:




1. Processing Speed




AI can process and analyze data at speeds incomprehensible to humans, making it invaluable for tasks that require rapid analysis of vast datasets.




Example: High-frequency trading (HFT) platforms use AI to analyze market conditions and execute orders at speeds beyond human capability, often in milliseconds or microseconds.




2. Pattern Recognition 




AI excels at identifying patterns in data—whether it’s spotting trends in financial markets, diagnosing diseases from medical images, or recommending personalized content online.




Example: AI algorithms in Google Photos can recognize and categorize images based on the subjects they contain, such as pets, landscapes, or people, making it easier for users to organize and find their pictures.




3. Predictive Analytics 




Leveraging historical data, AI can make predictions about future events, from weather forecasts and stock market trends to potential health risks.




Example: Netflix uses predictive analytics to power its recommendation engine, analyzing viewing habits to suggest shows and movies that users are likely to enjoy.




4. Automation 




AI automates routine tasks, from mundane administrative work to complex processes in manufacturing, freeing humans to focus on creative and strategic activities.




Example: Robotics in manufacturing, such as those in Tesla’s factories, where AI-driven robots automate the assembly line tasks, increasing efficiency and precision.




5. Enhanced Decision-Making 




By providing insights derived from big data analytics, AI supports better-informed decision-making, reducing the likelihood of human error and bias.




Example: IBM’s Watson assists doctors in diagnosing diseases by analyzing the medical history of patients alongside the latest clinical research and evidence.




6. Language Understanding and Generation 




With natural language processing (NLP), AI can understand, interpret, and generate human language, enabling interactions with digital assistants, translation services, and content creation tools.




Example: GPT-3 (Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3) by OpenAI can generate human-like text, translate languages, answer questions, and even create content, demonstrating an advanced understanding of language.




7. Visual Recognition




AI’s ability to interpret and analyze images and videos is unparalleled, aiding in everything from security surveillance to medical diagnosis and autonomous driving.




Example: AI-powered diagnostic tools in healthcare, such as Google’s DeepMind AI, can analyze retinal scans and accurately detect diabetic retinopathy, a condition that can lead to blindness.




8. Innovation in Science and Medicine




AI accelerates research and development in fields like pharmaceuticals and renewable energy by simulating experiments and predicting outcomes, potentially leading to breakthroughs at a fraction of the time and cost.




Example: AlphaFold, developed by DeepMind, has made significant breakthroughs in predicting the 3D shapes of proteins, which is crucial for understanding biological processes and developing new medicines.




9. Customization and Personalization 




AI tailors experiences to individual preferences in education, entertainment, and shopping, enhancing satisfaction and engagement.




Example: Spotify’s Discover Weekly uses AI to analyze your listening history and create a personalized playlist each week with songs it predicts you’ll enjoy.




10. Solving Complex Problems 




AI tackles complex, multi-dimensional problems that are difficult or impossible for humans to solve on their own, such as climate modeling, quantum computing research, and optimizing transportation systems.




Example: AI is being used in climate science to analyze complex data from earth observation satellites, model climate change scenarios, and help in planning mitigation strategies, such as the work done by ClimateAI.




These capabilities make AI a powerful tool across virtually every sector, from healthcare and education to finance, entertainment, and beyond. 




However, with great power comes great responsibility. The deployment of AI requires careful consideration of ethical, privacy, and security implications to ensure these technologies benefit society as a whole.




Last words




The tension of AI and the question we keep asking is “Is it friend or foe?”.




The movie fed beliefs that scream “dystopian” fight the optimists dream of utopia. 




Humans are great at creating tools like fire, axes and more recently cars that allow us to: 




Do more with less. 




Travel faster and think better.  




All we need to add to the mix is wisdom.




And that is a bit harder.




	

		

	


5 Best Sites to Buy YouTube Views in 2024 (Real & Cheap)



Mar 18, 2024



by



Antonio Lane












Getting real YouTube views is difficult and you might be tempted to buy YouTube views. That is okay, however…




Choosing the right site to buy from can be a hard choice. Finding the a site that offers real, high-quality and non-drop views are critcial. 




We solved this confusion and audited over 127 websites to find the best sites to buy real YouTube views.




✅ QUICK ANSWER:

The best site to Buy YouTube Views, according to my independent test, is UseViral.com.









Let’s take a deeper looking into your options of the top rates sites!









5 Best sites to Buy YouTube Views




Here is a list of the 5 best sites to buy YouTube views that provide real, high quality, cheap and non-drop views:









1. UseViral













Score: 9.5/10




UseViral.com is the best site to buy Youtube views with real views.




The reason I like UseViral is that this website sells real views from real people (not bots). Because these viewers are real, it’s safe for your Youtube account, and help you grow a real audience.




They also sell YouTube likes and YouTube subscribers.




UseViral has been featured as the #1 BEST SITE to Buy Youtube Views by Chicoer Enterprise & Forbes!









✅ PROS:




	High Quality Youtube Views
	Real Users
	Money-Back Guarantee
	Country targeting – You can Buy YouTube Views Australia, UK, USA, and even Canadian views.
	Accepts: Bitcoin (Cypto), Apple Pay, PayPal and all major credit cards.





❌ CONS:




	Limited Packages










For more info, visit UseViral.com.









2. SidesMedia













Score: 9.3/10




The second website on my list is SidesMedia.com.




This website sells high-quality Youtube views that come from real people, and these real viewers can also like your videos and subscribe to your channel. They offer fast delivery and have good customer support.




SidesMedia has been featured as the best place to buy Youtube views in blogs like SantaCruzSentinel, Hollywood Gazette, Times Standard and Times of Israel.









✅ PROS:




	High Quality Views
	Fast Delivery
	Money-Back Guarantee










❌ CONS:




	They don’t offer a free trial










For more info, visit SidesMedia.com.









3. Growthoid













Score: 8.9/10




Another good place for buying YouTube views is Growthoid.com.




Growthoid has a strong reputation for delivering real and genuine YouTube views, so you won’t get stuck with bot views that put your account at risk.




On this website, you can also Buy Youtube Subscribers.




It’s also possible to Buy YouTube Likes.




And you can also Buy Youtube Comments.




Growthoid was featured as one of the best websites to buy Youtube viewers from by blogs like Outlook India, Deccan Herald, and Business Review.









✅ PROS:




	Professional Company
	5+ years of experience
	Good customer support










❌ CONS:




	No free trial










For more info, visit Growthoid.com.









3. Tokupgrade













Score: 7.5/10




Tokupgrade offers more than just the option to buy cheap YouTube views. They’ve got a range of social media promotion services including Instagram, Facebook, TikTok, Spotify, and more.




One thing I like about Tokupgrade is its live chat – you can get in touch with their team in real-time and answer any questions you have before making a purchase. They also have secure payments, fast delivery, and don’t require your password. 




They offer a wide range of packages like; 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000 (5k) and even 10000 (10k).




This website was also featured in Outlook India.









✅ PROS:




	Experienced team of marketers
	Affordable Pricing
	Fast










❌ CONS:




	Limited payment options










Check out Tokupgrade here.









5. Twesocial













Score: 7.1/10




Next on the list is Twesocial. Much like Toupgrade, Twesocial provides a range of social media promotion services to help boost your profiles and buy real YouTube views.




Its starting price is a little higher than the first two services on the list, but it’s still affordable. They also have 24/7 support, via email and live chat, and don’t require your password. However, I couldn’t find any notes on whether or not the viewers would be from real users or not.









✅ PROS:




	Quick delivery
	Good Retention
	24/7 support










❌ CONS:




	Relatively new company










Find out more at Twesocial.









6. Famoid













Score: 6.9/10




Famoid focuses its services on Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube. They’ve worked with over 200,000 customers to deliver millions of viewers and likes for their customers.




As well as a 24/7 support team, Famoid takes payments via SafeCharge, PayPal, Apple Pay, Credit Card and even Crypto like Bitcoin, Ethereum and USDT, something that most other services don’t offer. It also exclusively engages with real accounts to increase your viewers after you pay for YouTube views.









✅ PROS:




	High Quality
	Also sells services on Instagram
	Instant delivery










❌ CONS:




	No option for a slower delivery










Check out Famoid here.









7. Viewsexpert













Score: 6.7/10




Viewsexpert can help you grow your social presence by utilizing a vast network of users across YouTube, Instagram, Linkedin, Spotify and more. All you need to do is select your package to buy Youtube views, checkout, and watch your YouTube views rise.




They have a variety of real customer testimonials, 24/7 support, and guarantee refills if your viewers drop off.









✅ PROS:




	Cheap prices
	Speedy delivery
	Guarantee










❌ CONS:




	Will not increase your engagement










Find out more about Viewsexpert here.









8. Fastlikes.io













Score: 6.5/10




Fastlikes offers social media growth services for several different networks – including YouTube. They have eight plans to help you buy YouTube views packages, all with fast delivery, guaranteed refills, 24/7 customer support, and secure payments.




Its prices are comparable to other services on this list and provide refunds under some circumstances.









✅ PROS:




	Secure payment sytem
	Good prices
	Warranty










❌ CONS:




	They don’t accept crypto payments










See Fastlikes.io here.









9. FollowersUp













Score: 6.3/10




Up next is FollowersUp, another YouTube growth service with affordable packages to buy Youtube views. FollowersUp has the biggest range of social networks for its services, with niche platforms such as Telegram, Vimeo, Likee, and Snapchat all supported.




I couldn’t find any customer testimonials on its website, but it’s been around since 2016 and has 24/7 customer support. So if you’re unsure, have a chat to the team and ask some questions.









✅ PROS:




	Boost your numbers quickly
	Established business
	SSL secure website










❌ CONS:




	No live chat










Find out more about FollowersUp here.









10. Media Mister













Score: 5.9/10




Last on the list of sites for buying YouTube views is Media Mister. Media Mister is one of the longest standing social media growth services, with packages for likes and followers across all the major social platforms.




When it comes to wanting to buy YT views, a great thing about Media Mister is you can choose how the viewers are purchased – via its network, Google Ads, YouTube Premieres, Video Discovery Ads, Live Stream, or targeted by country. The country targeting is one of my favorite features.









✅ PROS:




	10 years of experience
	Over 10 000 customers
	Warranty










❌ CONS:




	No phone support (email only)










Find out more about Media Mister here.









How much does it cost to purchase views for YouTube?




The price varies depending on the service you choose and the number of views you’re looking for. Packages start at just $3.99 for 500 views all the way up to $1,499.99 for 250,000 viewers, with numerous packages in between.




I’d recommend starting with a smaller package until you’re familiar with the service and working your way up from there. Also, it will look more organic and not raise any alarms with YouTube if you take things slowly.




If you want to choose the country where they come from, it costs a bit more. You can get some from the USA, the UK, India, Australia, Canada, and more.




You can buy as many as you want from 50 views up to 1 million YouTube views. However the most popular package based on our conversations with a supplier was 1,000, 2,500 and 10k views.




Can you believe some providers offer services in these huge numbers:




1 Million, 2 Million up to 10 Million (10M views).




How do you get 1000 views on YouTube for free?




Buying YouTube views can accelerate the growth of your channel, but you also need to follow organic best practices too. Viewers are worthless if people aren’t compelled to subscribe and watch again next time you post a video!




Here are some tips you can follow to get more YouTube views without just paying for them:




	Target a niche. Due to the enormous number of creators trying to make a splash on YouTube, it’s super crowded. If you try to compete for attention in generic categories it will be extremely hard to gain traction. By targeting a smaller niche, you can get noticed more quickly.
	Create entertaining or informative content. It may sound simple, but you need to create interesting content! Viewers on YouTube want to be entertained or informed about a topic, don’t create boring content and expect to grow interest in your brand.
	Follow best practice video search optimization. YouTube is the second biggest search engine in the world and also features in Google search results. To feature in searches, be sure to optimize your Youtube videos for keywords, use relevant tags, and create keyword optimized “chapters” in the video progress bar.









	Use cards and end screens. You can add cards and end screens to your videos after they are published to direct viewers to other videos, branded pages, or encourage them to subscribe to your channel. They’re essential for increasing views organically.
	Design custom thumbnails. YouTube automatically generates a thumbnail for your video, but you can upload a custom image. This allows you to optimize the thumbnail with text, relevant graphics, and on-brand colors. Custom thumbnails get higher click-throughs. Nick Nimmin’s channel below shows what custom thumbnails look like:









	Create playlists. YouTube playlists allow you to group videos based on a series or category. They’re great for encouraging people to watch more of your videos if they like what they see.





As you can see, there are several things you can do to generate viewers organically. Use these tactics in collaboration with buying views for the best results.




Did you know that YouTube is the world’s second most visited website?




In fact, people watch over a billion hours of video on YouTube every day.




Mind-blowing.




But as with any popular digital platform, YouTube is crowded.




Thousands and thousands of creators are trying to make a splash on the platform and get their content found. Brands, wannabe influencers, and mommy bloggers are all riding the wave of video obsession that has infected society.




So how do you stand out? Should you buy likes or viewers to “jump the queue” and get noticed?




Buying YouTube views and buying real YouTube views safely and securely is possible.
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Why do views matter on YouTube?




Views are a key component to growing a brand and reputation on YouTube. The more views you have on a video, the more likely people will choose to watch it when it pops up in their feed.




Views act as social proof to persuade users to take a moment and check out your content. They’re a credibility booster. They result in likes, subscribers, better search performance, and organic traffic to your channel. It’s a compounding effect that builds momentum and helps you grow your YouTube channel.




Is it illegal to buy YouTube views?




Put simply, no it’s not illegal.




But there’s a caveat…




It’s against YouTube’s Terms of Service to buy bot views or to trick people into watching a video.




However, if you choose the right service for buying views you shouldn’t have an issue. The best YouTube promotion services work with a network of REAL users who view and interact with videos. How could it possibly be illegal for someone to watch a video? It’s not.




There are also rumours that you could get your account banned, a video deleted, or lose your view count if you buy viewers. While this isn’t impossible, it’s very very rare. If you work with reputable providers, ten of which I’m about to mention in this article, and follow best practices for drip-feeding views over a reasonable amount of time, your account and videos will all be safe.









How to Buy YouTube Views?




Here’s how to buy Youtube views:




	Choose site that sells views
	Choose a plan
	Enter your Youtube video link
	Pay with a credit card
	Wait for the views to appear





How to buy views on Youtube?




Here’s how to buy views on Youtube:




	Pick a website that sells views
	Choose a package of views
	Write your Youtube video URL
	Pay with a credit card or Paypal
	Wait for the new views to appear










Where to Buy YouTube Views?




Here’s where to buy views for Youtube:




	UseViral.com
	SidesMedia.com
	Growthoid.com










Where can I buy real YouTube views?




If it’s so important to buy real views on Youtube and avoid bots, where can you find them?




There are thousands of services that sell YouTube views. Many of which are 100% safe to use and some that are dodgy bot farms.




To find the right service provider, look out for these signs of credibility:




	Secure website. Make sure the site you’re buying views from has an SSL certificate installed, signalled by the “lock” sign in the browser bar.
	Reputable payment gateway. Be confident when buying YouTube views by ensuring they use reputable payment providers, such as Apple Pay, and accept the major credit cards.









	Real testimonials. Read through their customer testimonials, if they have any, to ensure they look real and genuine.
	Customer service. Ideally the service you choose will have responsive support available 24/7 so you can get the help you need if anything goes awry.
	Genuine users. Make sure you are buying views from real YouTube users, not bots. The best services will clearly state this on their website.









	Anonymity. To keep your YouTube account safe, the best services keep it anonymous when growing your video engagement.





All these sites offer good Youtube service and more than one cheap views package for your Youtube profile.




They offer YouTube Subscribers, views, and even comments. With Useviral you can, quickly and easily get started they are often recommended as the best place to buy youtube comments, views, and subscribers. 




All their packages include:




	High-Quality Services for views
	High Retention views (Improved watch hours)
	Refill Guarantee for 30 days
	Dedicated Support Included






We highly recommend using Useviral for your YouTube promotion to boost exposure and purchase YouTube views.




Getting started is simple, and fast:




	Select a package
	Enter your YouTube URL
	Choose payment method ‘apple pay or credit card’





All done! Its really that easy.




After paying you will see results within minutes and receive a confirmation email.




Country Targeted Views




It is possible to buy YouTube services that are country-specific and targeted from these countries:




New Zealand, USA, UK, Canada, Singapore, Australia and even UAE (DUBAI). Some providers offer a much large range of targeted country views, so you an explore those options if they are relevant to you.




If you are interested to buy youtube views and likes for your youtube channel and youtube videos or buy youtube views package on other social media platforms, or if you want to buy social media services on various social media platforms at the same time as you buy youtube views for cheap for your YouTube channel.




Youtube channels from youtube growth services or other high quality services like social media growth services for social media platforms using legit social media campaigns and social media services or YouTube services.




Rest assured that after you buy youtube views paypal, these youtube services and youtube growth services will deliver high quality services on all social media platforms for your youtube channel or youtube channels.




If you want to promote your Youtube video on popular social media platforms or other social media platforms to get more social media engagement on other social media platforms after you buy views on Youtube cheap for your Youtube video.




From a good customer support team that sells services on this social media platform to boost your youtube engagement with an SSL encrypted payment gateway that pleases the Youtube algorithm, find your target audience using a third party service provider providing high quality services.




With an expert digital marketing team and high quality growth services after you purchase youtube views packages from their expert digital marketing team without spam accounts, you’ll see benefits within your social media marketing campaign. 




You can ask them questions before you, after you buy, at the same time as you buy, or at any time before you buy or after you buy to get more information. You can either buy today, buy tomorrow, or buy every week or buy every month.




Why self-promotion is important




Self-promotion is a crucial aspect of building a successful career or business. In today’s competitive world, simply relying on your skills and qualifications may not be enough to stand out from the crowd. 




By actively promoting yourself, you can create opportunities and attract attention to your talents and abilities.




One of the key reasons why self-promotion is important is that it allows you to showcase your expertise and accomplishments. It enables you to highlight your unique strengths and demonstrate what sets you apart from others in your field. 




Whether through social media, networking events, or personal branding strategies, self-promotion helps you build a strong professional reputation that can open doors for new partnerships, clients, or job offers.




Additionally, self-promotion empowers you to take control of your own success. By actively marketing yourself and sharing your achievements with others, you are positioning yourself as an authority in your industry. 




This increased visibility can lead to increased credibility among peers and potential customers or employers who may be more likely to choose you for opportunities. 




Ultimately, by investing time and effort in self-promotion strategies, you are investing in your future growth and ensuring that others recognize the value you bring to the table. Ask questions before you buy, after you buy, at the same time as you buy, or before you buy each week or before you buy each month.




Wrapping up




There you have it, a guide to buying YouTube views.




Views are the lifeblood of your YouTube channel and by using a promotion service like one of the ten listed above, you can fast-track your way to YouTube stardom.




It doesn’t break the bank to buy YouTube views cheap and get the ball rolling. Start with a small package, see how it goes, and work your way up from there.




Be sure to follow best practices for getting organic views on your videos too, by creating entertaining content, optimizing your videos for search and engagement, and creating playlists.




Ready to become YouTube famous?




Check out the #1 site, according to our test, to get started today – UseViral.com.









About The Author: Antonio Lorenzo is a tech entrepreneur who is passionate about marketing. He has helped hundreds of companies succeed on social networks.




	

		

	


The Holy Trinity of AI: 3 Forces Powering Artificial Intelligence






by



Jeff Bullas







What was your first introduction to AI?




For many it was a robot in a movie. 




In 1968 the movie “2001: Space Odyssey” by Stanley Kubrick was released. A Robot called “HAL” was in control of a spaceship that quickly became dysfunctional and revealed a potential dystopian future for robots and AI.




In 1977 I saw Star Wars for the first time and was taken to a new world inhabited by physical robots and other alien creatures.




Our ideas about AI and how it would reveal itself to the world was often an imagined physical computer, robot or humanoid that did our bidding (if it was well behaved). 




An old television series called the Jetsons (released in 1962) depicted what a world would look like in 2062. 




It showed a futuristic world of video calls and conferencing, robotics and automation, smart homes, wearable technology, even drones and aerial transportation.   




Image source



The Star Wars robot “R2-D2” was a “droid” that looked like a small, swiveling, talking garbage can. But now we want a more human looking form.




What we got instead looked a lot like a boring prompt box. 




ChatGPT gave us simple way to ask questions (a bit like a Google search). Except now you type in a prompt and receive a piece of writing, an image or even a video.








AI today is a tad boring and underwhelming. You thought you were going on a date with a supermodel and you ended up with a nerd in a suit that answered questions.




But when you fire it up the magic of its superpowers is revealed. It performs tasks that might have taken you days, weeks or even months to complete.




The black magic box of AI




We live in a world of magic. But we often take it for granted.




We fly in planes at 40,000 feet sipping champagne at a cozy 75 degrees where the outside temperature averages minus 70. We can get to the other side of the world in less than 24 hours. The Mongols took months just to travel over a few countries and maybe invade Europe.




If you have a question about anything you can pull out your smartphone and the answer is provided in seconds. Pub fights avoided. 




We want to drive to an unknown destination in a foreign country and our GPS powered smartphone shows us the way. My old paper map resource was often turned upside down and thrown out the window in frustration when I ended up in the ghetto instead of the hotel.




We want to transfer money to the other side of the planet and it is sent with a few clicks. A visit to a physical bank is now a distant memory. 




We order something on Amazon and it arrives that afternoon. Who wants to visit a physical shop and find that what you want is out of stock while the shopping assistant chats up their cute colleague and quietly ignores you.




Now we have a boss that wants an article or a business plan written and ChatGPT does it with a few quick prompts and the answer arrives in minutes.




Welcome to the age of the “AI Oracle”. The machines do our bidding. 




How does it work?




Behind the AI curtain (you can refer to it as Artificial Intelligence when it is wearing formal dinner attire) are three pillars that power the machines behind the scenes. 




Pillar 1: Software




The first of our gallant digital era heroes, is the brainchild of the programming languages. It is the language of geeks (who might as well be speaking in tongues). 




Software.




It consumes 1.7 trillion parameters with the intelligence and brute force of the Large Language Models (LLMs).




The more parameters a model has, the more complex and expressive it can be, and the more data it can handle. The more data it has the smarter it gets.




This is where the raw logic of AI is forged, from algorithms that learn like a toddler on a sugar rush to models that predict the future with the confidence of a seasoned fortune teller.




The question that begs our attention is…  




Who was the first to unleash the horseman of the AI apocalypse on the world?




OpenAI. 




It wasn’t perfect but it beat Google to the starting line. The search giant was afraid of releasing something it already had in its tool box but had too much reputation to lose by releasing it into the world. 




But maybe by not innovating and releasing AI into the wild it has already lost.




The major player




ChatGPT was launched by OpenAI in November 2022 and reached 100 million users in less than 8 weeks.




It created a simple user interface that made AI available to the world. A hidden world of algorithms and complexity was reduced to a simple prompt box. 
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OpenAI made $200 million in 2022. In 2023 it reached $2 billion in revenue. A growth of 1000% in just one year. Its current captital value is $86 billion.




Pillar 2: Hardware




Next we have hardware, the physical engine of AI’s needs. These aren’t just any run-of-the-mill circuits and silicon; no, these are the supercomputers, the GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) that crunch numbers faster than a bored accountant during tax season, and the neural network chips that dream of electric sheep and never sleep. 




Without these Herculean beasts, our software would be like a racing driver without a car—dressed for the occasion but going absolutely nowhere.




Some hardware questions




Who is the major player here and who is after their crown? 




The designer of high end graphics processing units (GPUs) were first designed for gaming computers. 




The major player




This is without a doubt Nvidia. Its rising dominance is apparent with a look at its sales growth since 2020.
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More Nividia numbers: 




	The revenue of Nvidia is up 262% on the year before at just over $60 billion per annum
	It is now the 3rd most valuable stock in the world with a capital value of $2.38 trillion just behind Apple by $238 billion and Microsoft at a market value of just over $3 trillion.  





Pillar 3: Data




And lastly, “Data”, the lifeblood of AI. 




The new oil of the AI world. 




This is the fodder on which our digital behemoth feeds, grows, and learns. Data is the experience of AI, each byte a lesson, each terabyte a tome of knowledge. 




It’s the world through the eyes of our digital companion, and without it, AI would be as lost as a tourist without Google Maps.
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The big question here?




Who has the data? 




And the answer is? Nations and international corporations with access to the data of billions of our planets population. 




International Corporations – Techno states




The social media, software giants, ecommerce providers and data center companies are the global players that have more data than many countries and more capital value than 95% of the world’s countries GDP.




In essence these companies are bigger than countries in wealth. This has changed since 2021 with Microsoft now over $3 billion in capital value in 2024.









Who are they?




	Meta – 4 Billion global users and counting
	Amazon – 40% of the ecommerce transactions in the USA
	Apple – App store and iPhone data
	Microsoft – Web hosting and software sales





How many data points do the top techno states collect?




These companies maybe know more about you than your friends or family.  And that makes me a little uncomfortable. 




	Google collects the most data points about its customers at 39 per person 
	Twitter has 24 pieces of information
	Amazon has 23 Data points
	Facebook collects 14 
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Nations – Political states




Nations have access to huge amounts of data and the surveillance state is alive and well. China has maybe the largest gold mine of data as it has become a surveillance state and is also the second largest population on the planet. 




Data can be captured in many ways including financial data, social media data and visual data. One of the visual technologies is CCTV. 




Population size allows you to collect more information and data but you need to have the technology in place. And some countries do that better than others. 




	China – Population 1.3 billion. China has 200 million CCTV cameras. That means they have 14 CCTV cameras for every 100 individuals.   
	USA – Population 400 million. With 50 million CCTV cameras they top the CCTV list at 15 cameras per 100 people. 
	UK – The UK has over 7 million CCTV cameras. They come in at a miserly 7.5 cameras per 100 people.





Last words




Software brings the brains, hardware brings the brawn, and data brings the lessons of a billion lives lived, all to be revealed on the open web. 




Human data waiting to be harvested.




This data cuts two ways. Firstly, it can help by crunching data for the good. 




This means things like better health and medical breakthroughs that will save millions of lives and allow us to live longer.




On the other hand, it can also be a weapon used against us for government surveillance, misinformation and digital device addiction.




We need to be putting in place guard rails. 




We all have a choice in how we want to play. Awareness is everything. 




Over to you.




	

		

	


Supercharge Your Productivity: How 18 Cutting-Edge AI Assistants Can Make You Superhuman






by



Jeff Bullas







More than 4 billion smartphones are already using AI assistants. And I am sure that most of us didn’t even notice. It’s called “Voice search”. 




Siri sits on your phone. Often interrupting conversations without permission. And then there are Alexa and Google Assistant devices that have found a position on your kitchen bench. 




Just lurking and waiting to respond. 




Sometimes without being asked.




A bit like our childhood imaginary friend who gave us advice that we acted on (and then used as a scapegoat when we got into some mischief). 




Why it matters




These visible AI apps are used everyday. But the technology that powers them is invisible. 




It works its magic in the background. Hidden in the labyrinths and algorithms of the platforms of Apple and Amazon. Working away in the corner like an obedient assistant. The “Watson” for Sherlock Holmes.  




Arthur C. Clarke once said that “Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic”.




And we are only just starting to use AI assistants in our lives.  




What is an assistant?




Growing up I had an assistant. It was my mum. My loving human assistant. 




When I was confused I asked her a question. 




When I needed some love she gave me a hug. 




When I was thirsty she had a fresh orange juice ready to go.




When I needed some discipline she called in dad. 




Being human is messy business. But what’s not to like about that?




So why do we need an AI assistant?




Well…




They work 24/7.




Never get tired.  




They have perfect memories. 




But they are crap at hugs.




So what is an AI personal assistant?




It is software designed to help individuals (sometimes called grown ups) with various tasks using the capabilities of artificial intelligence (AI). 




These assistants can perform a wide range of functions, including;




	Setting reminders 
	Managing schedules 
	Answering questions 
	Providing tailored recommendations 
	And much more…





And they can be accessed through smartphones, computers, and smart home devices, offering a hands-free experience through voice recognition technology.




Going deeper




We are in the era of the Wild West of AI. And it raises a few existential questions.




	Are we heading toward the horizon of a promised land or a wasteland?
	What are the rules of engagement? 
	What are the guidelines? 
	How do we play? 
	Is it heaven or hell?
	Will I lose my job to AI? 





We are also not sure whether we are heading to utopia or being led by the nose into dystopia.




3 key categories of AI assistants




AI assistants fall into a few broad categories. This is not definitive but just a way of creating some distilled simplicity out of a world of complexity.




	There is an AI assistant that can be used for your personal life. Let’s call that an “AI Personal Assistant”.
	Then there are AI assistants that can be used to help you in your business and professional life. Also known as an “AI  Business Assistant”
	Finally let’s look at one more possible category. The “Personal Intelligence Assistant”. This is more like an enhancement and supportive companion. One of the pioneers in this space is the company, Infection AI and its chatbot PI. This app has been created by Mustafa Suleyman who co-founded the company DeepMind. 





More about AI business assistants 




Business is complicated and there are many ways we can use AI assistants to do boring tasks, so humans can play and create more. Or just get up to more mischief.




To kick things off let’s take a look at the mind numbing task of dealing with angry unsatisfied humans. 




Customer Service AI Assistants




These AI assistants, often called chatbots, are used by businesses to provide customer support, answer FAQs, and guide users through websites or services. Examples include Zendesk’s Answer Bot and Intercom’s Resolution Bot.




Why We Should Care: They offer instant customer service, reduce waiting times for support, and can handle a large volume of queries simultaneously, improving customer experience.




Enterprise AI Assistants




Designed for business environments, these assistants help with scheduling meetings, managing emails, and facilitating collaboration within teams. Examples include Microsoft’s Cortana and IBM Watson Assistant.




Why We Should Care: They enhance workplace productivity, streamline communication, and automate routine administrative tasks, allowing employees to focus on more strategic work.




Healthcare AI Assistants




These are specialized AI tools used in healthcare for patient triage, providing medical information, and assisting in diagnosis and treatment plans. Examples include Ada Health and Babylon Health.




Why We Should Care: They make healthcare more accessible, provide preliminary medical support, and assist healthcare professionals in diagnosing and managing treatments more efficiently.




Educational AI Assistants




AI in education can personalize learning experiences, provide tutoring, and assist with grading and feedback. Examples include Carnegie Learning and Duolingo’s chatbots.




Why We Should Care: They offer personalized learning experiences, make education more accessible, and can improve educational outcomes by providing additional support outside the classroom.




Financial AI Assistants




In the financial sector, AI assists with personal finance management, investment advice, and fraud detection. Examples include Eno from Capital One and Cleo.




Why We Should Care: They help individuals manage their finances better, make informed investment decisions, and enhance security in financial transactions.




Research and Development AI Assistants




These assistants aid researchers in gathering data, analyzing trends, and even writing research papers. Examples include tools like Arxiv Sanity Preserver and Semantic Scholar.




Why We Should Care: They can accelerate research processes, uncover new insights, and enhance the overall efficiency of scientific and academic work.




By automating routine tasks, providing personalized support, and enhancing decision-making processes, AI assistants are reshaping how we live, work, and interact with the world around us. 




Their development and integration into various aspects of daily life signal a shift towards more efficient, personalized, and accessible services across industries.




18 AI assistant apps worth taking a closer look at




The starting gun has been fired. There will be winners and losers in the race to dominate the AI assistant niche.




AI Assistants for Customer Service




AI-driven chatbots can simulate a conversation with a user in natural language through messaging applications, websites, mobile apps, or by telephone, primarily for customer service purposes.




	Intercom: Offers personalized communication with customers at scale through its messaging platform.
	Zendesk Chat: Provides a live chat and messaging tool that can be integrated into company websites for instant customer support.
	Drift: Specializes in conversational marketing and sales, enabling businesses to connect with customers in real-time.









AI Assistants for Healthcare




These AI tools are tailored for healthcare applications, including patient triage, health monitoring, and providing medical information.




	Babylon Health: Offers AI-based medical consultation based on personal medical history and common medical knowledge.
	Ada Health: An AI-powered health guide that helps users understand their symptoms and navigate to the appropriate care.
	Buoy Health: Uses AI to help diagnose and treat illnesses by asking users about their symptoms and providing advice on next steps.









AI Writing Assistants




AI writing assistants leverage natural language processing to help with content creation, grammar checking, and style improvement.




	Grammarly: Enhances writing by checking for grammar, punctuation, and style, and offers suggestions for improvement.
	GPT-4 (OpenAI): An advanced language generation model that can produce human-like text, useful for content creation, completing text, and generating creative writing.
	Hemingway Editor: Helps improve readability of text, making it bold and clear, by highlighting dense and complex sentences.









Educational AI Assistants




These tools are designed to facilitate learning and education through personalized recommendations, tutoring, and interactive learning experiences.




	Duolingo: Uses AI to personalize language learning paths for its users, adapting to their learning habits.
	Quizlet: Offers AI-powered study tools, including flashcards, quizzes, and games to enhance learning.
	Coursera: Employs AI to provide course recommendations and personalize learning experiences based on users’ interests and history.









AI Assistants for Home Automation




Smart home assistants that integrate with various devices to control lights, thermostats, appliances, and more through voice commands or mobile apps.




	Google Nest: Controls smart home products like thermostats, speakers, and displays integrated with Google Assistant.
	Amazon Echo: A range of smart speakers and displays that integrate with Alexa for voice-controlled home automation.
	Apple HomePod: A smart speaker that uses Siri to control smart home devices, play music, and provide information.









AI Assistants for Business Analytics and Data Analysis




These AI tools help businesses analyze data, generate reports, and provide insights to inform decision-making processes.




	Tableau: Offers powerful data visualization and business intelligence features with some AI-driven analytics capabilities.
	Power BI (Microsoft): A suite of business analytics tools that provide insights by analyzing data and offering AI-powered features.
	IBM Watson: Provides a suite of AI tools and applications designed for business, including data analysis and predictive modeling.









Wrapping it up




We all need a bit of assistance. Life is hard to do on your own. 




That’s why we need friends, family and a bit of AI.  So how do we befriend a technology that is both alien and human?




It is human consciousness and intelligence with a perfect memory.




It is a friend that writes your essays for you. 




It is a colleague that doesn’t demand a free lunch. Or a beer or champagne.




It is just there for us to play with and see where we end up. 




I am not sure where I am going. But there is no running away from AI. The future is already here.  




	

		

	


5 Best sites to Buy Instagram Followers (Real & Cheap)



Mar 15, 2024



by



Antonio Lane







If you want to grow on Instagram, you should buy Instagram followers. It’s really the fastest way to fame if you choose the right site.




Our team tested over 25 different services and made a list of the top 5 best ones to help you during the purchasing process.




We found the best sites, that provide the HIGHEST QUALITY and REAL followers at CHEAP prices with instant delivery.




Let’s take a look!




—




5 Best Sites to Buy Instagram Followers




Here are the 5 best sites to buy followers on Instagram:




	UseViral.com
	SidesMedia.com
	Growthoid.com
	TweSocial.com
	TokUpgrade.com










We want to help you choose the right website for you, so we compared each site more in detail below:









1. UseViral.com




Score: 9.7/10













UseViral.com is the best site to buy Instagram followers with instant delivery.




This website is the top place to purchase genuine, high-quality Instagram followers that will instantly boost your profile. 




What sets them apart is their focus on authenticity; these fans come from real, active Instagram accounts, ensuring meaningful engagement with your content, not just your follower growth. 




With fans who actively engage, you’re not just increasing numbers; you’re building a community around your content. 




This straightforward approach guarantees that your Instagram profile gets a genuine boost, enhancing your reach and credibility without digital gimmicks or shortcuts. Trustworthy, real, and instant – that’s the UseViral advantage.




✅ Key Features:




	High-Quality Followers – UseViral provides genuine, high-quality followers who actively engage with content.
	Targeted Audience – You can also purchase targeted followers through their location target options.
	Real User Profiles – Fans come from real, active Instagram accounts, ensuring authenticity.
	Instant Delivery – Followers are delivered promptly, ensuring a quick boost to your Instagram profile.
	Buy Cheap Instagram Followers – You get real organic followers at a cheap price.
	Additional Support – The option to buy Instagram likes, views and comments (Full support packages)
	Audience Relevancy – Australia, UK, Canada, USA, NZ, UAE and even French followers.





Pricing:




Boost your Instagram influence effortlessly with UseViral’s offer of 100 followers for just $2.97, ensuring genuine and active Instagram followers for rapid account growth.




Gain authentic fans and expand your Instagram reach affordably through UseViral’s 100 followers package at $2.97.




Payment options:




You can pay with: PayPal, Apple Pay, Credit Card and even Crypto like Bitcoin, Ethereum and USDT.




Reputation:




UseViral scored a rating: 9.7/10.




For more info, visit UseViral.com.









2. SidesMedia.com




Score: 9.5/10













Another great site to buy real Instagram followers is SidesMedia.com.




They offer a gradual increase in delivery, allowing your follower count to grow naturally, avoiding sudden spikes. 




What sets them apart is their commitment to user security. They ensure all transactions are secure, and they prioritize the confidentiality of your account details. 




This privacy protection guarantee creates a worry-free experience for users. 




With SidesMedia, you will gain likes organically, but you also do so with peace of mind, knowing your information is safe and your growth looks authentic.




✅ Key Features:




	Gradual Increase – The service is delivered gradually for a natural growth appearance.
	Secure Transactions – SidesMedia ensures secure payment methods, safeguarding your financial data.
	Privacy Protection – Your account information is kept confidential, ensuring a safe experience.
	Targeting options – Singapore, Asia, Vietnam and Brazil followers.





Pricing




Gain a significant social presence with SidesMedia’s package, offering a substantial 15,000 followers for just $99.50. Enhance your Instagram profile’s visibility with SidesMedia’s offer, providing a considerable number of likes at an affordable rate of $99.50.




Reputation:




Sidesmedia scored a rating: 9.5/10.




For more info, visit SidesMedia.com.









3. Growthoid.com




Score: 9.3/10













Growthoid.com, the third-best Instagram follower service, offers 24/7 customer support, aiding with queries whenever needed. 




Their customizable follower packages allow you to tailor your purchase to meet specific preferences and budget requirements. 




Additionally, Growthoid stands out by providing options for targeted followers based on interests, demographics, or location. 




With their continuous support, tailored packages, and the ability to attract fans relevant to your needs, Growthoid is a go-to platform for those seeking tailored and responsive services for purchasing Instagram followers.




✅ Key Features:




	24/7 Customer Support – Responsive customer support is available round the clock to assist with queries.
	Customizable Packages – Tailor your follower purchase according to your specific needs and budget.
	Targeted Followers – Options for targeted fans based on interests, demographics, or location.
	More Engagement – Increased Instagram page engagement from premium fans.





Pricing




With Growthoid, you can enhance your presence by acquiring 50 high-quality Instagram followers for just $4.50, availing an impressive 40% discount. You can also often find a Growthoid coupon code online to use for an added discount.




Reputation:




Growthoid scored a rating: 9.3/10.




For more info, visit Growthoid.com.









4. TweSocial.com




Score: 9.2/10




Twesocial is the fourth best choice on this list and closely follows Growthoid in reliability and service provision. Primary known as a good place for buying Twitter followers, they are also reputable for IG.




Not requiring your Instagram password, Twesocial stands out by offering a refill guarantee if fans are lost within a specific duration. 




Noteworthy for fostering organic engagement, the platform ensures fans genuinely interact, leading to increased likes, comments, and shares on your posts. 




Twesocial’s commitment to user security, combined with its emphasis on genuine engagement, makes it a favorable option for individuals seeking a reliable Instagram follower service to enhance their presence.




✅ Key Features:




	No Password Required – You don’t need to share your Instagram password for the service.
	Refill Guarantee – Twesocial offers a refill guarantee for lost active followers within a specified period.
	Organic Engagement – Active accounts that engage genuinely, increasing likes, comments, and shares on your posts.





Pricing




Expand your reach with Twesocial’s offer of 250 fans for just $4.99, boosting your online presence affordably.




Reputation:




Twesocial scored a rating: 9.2/10.




For more info, visit TweSocial.com.









5. TokUpgrade.com




Score: 9.1/10




TokUpgrade stands out as the fifth-best platform on our list.




This service is renowned for its reliability, backed by many satisfied customers who have left glowing reviews. One of its standout features is its proven track record, operating successfully for several years. 




What sets TokUpgrade apart is its commitment to safe growth: The likes are added organically, ensuring your account’s safety while boosting your follower count. 




With a focus on positive customer experiences, longevity, and secure, organic growth, TokUpgrade offers a trustworthy solution for those looking to enhance their Instagram presence.




✅ Key Features:




	Positive Reviews – Numerous satisfied customers have left positive reviews, reflecting the service’s reliability.
	Longevity – TokUpgrade has a proven track record, operating successfully for several years.
	Safe Growth – Instagram followers are added organically, ensuring your account is kept safe.





Pricing




Acquire a substantial boost in your following with TokUpgrade’s offer of 500 followers for a competitive price of $16.50. Grow your presence significantly by purchasing 500 followers through TokUpgrade, enhancing your reach and engagement at an affordable rate.




Great package options that fit all sizes of budgets you can 50, 100, 150, 250, 500, buy 1000 Instagram followers cheap, 2000, 5000 (5k), 10000 (10k) and even up to 1 Million (1M).




Reputation:




TokUpgrade scored a rating: 9.1/10.




For more info, visit TokUpgrade.com.









Things to Consider before making a purchase




When considering these services, it’s crucial to approach the decision with caution and thoughtfulness. Here are 6 essential factors to consider.




Terms of Service




IG, like all other social media platforms, has specific rules outlined in its terms of service. 




Violating these rules, intentionally or unintentionally, can lead to account suspension or even permanent bans. 




When buying quality followers, ensure that the service provider adheres to these guidelines. 




Reputable providers ensure that the followers they offer are real users who engage genuinely with content. 




Familiarizing yourself with IG’s terms of service protects your account from potential penalties, allowing you to focus on building a legitimate and thriving online presence. 




Always opt for services that prioritize ethical and legal practices to safeguard your account’s longevity and credibility.




Source Credibility




Researching the credibility of the service provider is fundamental. 




Reliable services have a solid online presence, positive reviews, and a track record of satisfied customers. Look for testimonials and feedback from real Instagram users. 




Reputable providers are transparent about their methods, ensuring you know exactly what you’re paying for.




Long-Term Impact




While an initial surge in followers can make your profile appear more popular, real and lasting growth online demands more than just numbers. 




Authentic engagement and compelling content are the bedrock of a successful social media presence. 




Think about your long-term strategy; focus on creating genuine connections with your audience, fostering engagement, and maintaining the quality of your posts. 




Even if you purchase followers initially, it’s the authentic engagement that will keep your audience interested and invested in the long run.




Organic Growth




Opting for services that promise organic follower growth is vital. Organic growth means active fans are acquired naturally, mirroring genuine user behavior. 




Artificial spikes in followers might initially inflate your numbers, but they can harm your account’s credibility in the long run. 




Social media algorithms are intelligent; sudden, unnatural growth patterns can raise suspicions and even lead to account penalties.




Quality Over Quantity




Quality always trumps quantity, especially on social media. 




Having fewer authentic, engaged followers interacting with your content is far more valuable than a large following of inactive or fake accounts. 




Genuine engagement fosters a sense of community around your profile. These followers are more likely to like, comment, and share your posts, enhancing your reach and influence. 




It’s this real interaction that not only boosts your credibility but also increases your visibility to a broader, genuine audience. 




Remember, a loyal and active audience is the foundation of a successful online presence.




Budget




Your budget plays a pivotal role, and remember cheaper is not always better. Always opt for premium if its offered.




It’s tempting to opt for the cheapest service available, but it’s often wiser to balance cost-effectiveness with quality. 




Cheaper services might offer a quick boost in numbers, but these fans could be inactive or fake accounts, offering no genuine engagement. 




Prioritizing authenticity within your financial limits ensures that every follower gained is a real person interested in your content, leading to more meaningful interactions and a higher chance of conversion.









PROS:




Purchasing subscribers can provide several advantages, especially for individuals and businesses aiming to establish a strong online presence and expand their reach. 




Here’s 6 reasons why you might consider doing so:




Boost Credibility




Having a substantial number of followers contributes to your account’s credibility. 




A higher follower count often translates to increased trustworthiness and popularity in the eyes of the audience. 




When people encounter accounts with a large following, they’re more inclined to perceive them as authentic, reputable, and worth engaging with. 




As a result, they’re more likely to follow and interact with the content shared by such accounts. 




Buying followers packages helps establish this initial impression of credibility, making your profile more appealing to potential followers.




Kickstart Growth




Commencing your social media journey from scratch with zero followers can be challenging. 




Buying follower packages provides an initial boost that jumpstarts your account’s visibility. It effectively introduces your profile to potential active followers, creating a snowball effect. 




When new users encounter your account with a decent follower count, they’re more inclined to perceive it as popular and credible. This perception leads to a higher probability of these real users following your account.




In essence, buying Instagram services acts as a catalyst, initiating your growth and making your account more appealing to followers.




Increase Engagement




A larger follower base tends to foster higher engagement rates on your Instagram posts. 




With an increased number of followers, there are more eyes on your content, resulting in more likes, comments, and shares. 




This heightened engagement plays a crucial role in boosting your content’s visibility on the platform. 




IG’s algorithms often prioritize content that receives higher engagement, making it more likely to appear on users’ feeds and explore pages. 




The increased visibility further expands your reach and attracts more users, creating a cycle of engagement and growth.




Enhanced Social Proof with Active Followers




A high follower count serves as social proof, affirming your brand’s credibility and popularity. 




When potential followers or customers witness a substantial following, they’re more inclined to trust and engage with your brand. 




This increased interest can potentially lead to higher conversion rates, as people are more likely to follow, like, share, and purchase from a brand that others perceive as popular and trustworthy.




Competitive Edge




In competitive markets, having a large number of followers can distinguish your brand from competitors. 




It establishes your authority and influence within your industry, attracting collaborations, partnerships, and attention from others in your field. 




A substantial follower base showcases your brand’s impact and might open doors to business opportunities that might not otherwise be available.




Time and Effort Saved




Growing a following organically demands considerable time, dedication, and a consistent content strategy. 




Purchasing followers expedites this process, providing an initial boost that saves time and effort. It allows you to focus more on creating high-quality content, engaging with your audience, and developing your brand rather than fixating on increasing follower numbers. 




This time saved can be channeled into building a meaningful connection with your audience and fostering brand loyalty.









Frequently Asked Questions:




Questions most users raise when wanting to buy followers on Instagram.




What is the best site to Buy Instagram Followers?




UseViral.com is the best site to buy followers on Instagram. This website sells genuine followers who are real people and who will like your posts and share them with other users.




How to Buy Instagram followers?




Here is how to buy followers for Instagram:




	Pick a reputable site selling followers (Like the ones we mentioned in this guide)
	Pick a package suitable for you
	Provide your Instagram username
	Enter your payment information
	Wait for the followers to be delivered





How to Buy Followers on Instagram?




Here is a quick 5 steps how to buy followers on Instagram:




	Pick a site that sells followers
	Pick a plan
	Enter your Instagram username
	Make payment
	Wait for the followers to be delivered





Where to Buy Instagram followers Cheap?




Here’s where to buy followers for Instagram:




	UseViral.com
	SidesMedia.com
	Growthoid.com





Where to Buy followers on Instagram?




Here are three reputable providers to choose:




	UseViral.com
	SidesMedia.com
	Growthoid.com





Is it legal to buy followers on Instagram?




Yes, it is legal to buy followers on Instagram. You can purchase followers legally from many websites online as buying Instagram followers is not unlawful and it is not against the law.




When buying Instagram followers, are they real people?




Reputable services provide real fans from active accounts. Be cautious of services offering fake or inactive accounts.




Some services can also sell country-targeted IG accounts when buying Instagram followers, for example from the USA, the UK, Australia, Canada, India, Malaysia, Singapore, France, Spain, Germany, or the UAE (United Arab Emirates).




What is the best website to buy followers?




The best website to buy IG followers is UseViral.com, according to our tests. It’s been featured as the top site to purchase followers for Instagram in many newspapers and it sells the highest quality of followers packages.




What is the best place to Buy Instagram Followers?




UseViral.com appears to be the best place to buy followers on Instagram. This site is selling real followers who are genuine people that’ll like your pictures and share them with other users.




If you want to buy IG followers cheap from these social media services to get new followers, no matter how many followers packages you decide to purchase, make sure that you get real followers with real accounts (not fake followers), as real followers with active IG accounts and real users with real accounts will give you more benefits for your Instagram growth than having fake followers or inactive users on your Instagram account or on other on social media platforms when you search for ‘Instagram follower buy’ on Google.




After you get real users and real IG users with real accounts from these social media services, you might appear on the explore page and you’ll organically grow your subscribers if you post regularly on your IG accounts and create engaging content for your fans.














About The Author: Antonio Lane Lorenzo is a tech entrepreneur who is passionate about marketing. He has helped hundreds of companies succeed on social media networks.









	

		

	


10 Best Sites to Buy TikTok Comments (Instant & Real)






by



Antonio Lane







It’s not easy to amass enough positive feedback on your TikTok videos… 




Most people can give up with little to no effort at all… But is there help in any way?




Indeed, there is! 




You may buy comments regarding your TikTok videos.




I looked at 47 companies selling TikTok comments, and compiled this list of the top 10.









10 Best sites to buy TikTok comments




Buy TikTok comments from reputable and trusted brands. 









1. UseViral




UseViral is a well-known company that is primarily concerned with the expansion of social media. Because they have a track record of success in delivering genuine TikTok comments and several other social networking tools to their clients, they have solidified their place in the industry.




On this website, you can also learn How to buy followers on TikTok.




Every individual customer who comes to UseViral to purchase TikTok comments is assigned to a member of a specialized team that they have assembled only for them. Their TikTok comments service is perfect for extending your reach and promoting your brand.




They differentiate themselves from the competitors by providing legitimate TikTok comments that will engage with your brand without violating TikTok’s Terms and Conditions.




Pros




	Competitive Edge: More comments can help your content stand out in a highly competitive TikTok landscape. 
	Testing Content and Audience Response: While bought comments may not provide valuable feedback.
	Free TikTok Comments: Because UseViral understands how important trying out something before buying it is.
	Supporting Specific Goals: Sometimes, individuals or businesses may have specific short-term goals that align with buying custom TikTok comments.
	Best site to buy TikTok comments (Real & Cheap)





Cons




	Longer Turnaround Times: UseViral may have high demand, leading to longer service turnaround times. 










2. Sidesmedia




SidesMedia emerges as a reliable partner for TikTok users seeking a quick boost in engagement. With their seamless service, buying TikTok comments becomes a breeze, providing an immediate surge in interaction. 




Their commitment to authenticity ensures each comment feels genuine, enhancing social proof and drawing a broader audience to our content. 




As we witness the positive impact on our videos’ visibility and popularity, SidesMedia instills confidence in our content creation journey, making them an invaluable ally for any TikTok creator seeking swift growth.




Pros




	Social Proof: More comments can create a perception of popularity and credibility, potentially encouraging other users to engage with your content.
	Attracting Collaborations and Opportunities: A higher comment count will make your TikTok account more appealing to potential collaborators.
	Experimentation and Testing: Buying comments for specific videos can test how your audience reacts to particular content or themes.
	Kickstarting Growth: Buying comments will help your content get noticed, especially if you’re starting with a small following. 





Cons




	Higher Cost: SidesMedia often charge higher prices than less established or lower-quality providers. 










3. Growthoid




Growthoid shines as a top-tier service for organic growth and engagement. With its powerful strategies and personalized approach, Growthoid proves to be an effective ally in expanding your social media reach. 




Their team of experts takes the time to understand your target audience, optimizing interactions to foster genuine connections.




Partnering with Growthoid is wise, leading to sustained growth, increased followers, and a flourishing online presence.




Pros




	Algorithm-Friendly: Growthoid’s organic approach aligns with social media algorithms.
	Real Engagement: The service provides authentic engagement, promoting meaningful interactions with your audience.
	Reputation Management: In any situation, Growthoid actively monitors and manages your online reputation.
	Data-Driven Insights: Growthoid provides detailed analytics and insights into your social media performance.





Cons




	Limited Personal Touch: Growthoid might have thousands of clients, making it difficult to provide personalized attention and a close working relationship.










4. TokCaptain




TokCaptain emerges as an exceptional partner for accelerating your TikTok growth. With its innovative strategies and advanced algorithms, TokCaptain delivers organic engagement that surpasses expectations. 




Every like, follow, and comment feels genuinely authentic, fostering real connections with your audience, through real TikTok comments. TokCaptain’s targeting options are unparalleled, ensuring your content reaches the right people who resonate with your brand. 




With their unwavering commitment to platform compliance, you can confidently navigate the world of TikTok without fear of penalties. 




Pros




	Reputation Management: TokCaptain will monitor and manage interactions on your behalf, ensuring your online reputation remains positive and responsive.
	Targeted Audience: TokCaptain’s precise targeting helps you connect with users who align with your brand or interests, fostering meaningful interactions.
	Personalized Approach: TokCaptain’s services offer a custom TikTok comments, tailoring engagements to suit your unique content and audience.
	Boosted Account Growth: With TokCaptain’s expertise, your TikTok account experiences accelerated growth, increasing followers and engagement.





Cons




	Limited Flexibility: TokCaptain may have standardized processes and strict policies.










5. Viralyft




Viralyft is an exceptional partner for accelerating social media growth and engagement. With their innovative and strategic approach, Viralyft delivers impressive results, propelling your online presence to new heights.




Their commitment to organic growth ensures every like, follower, and view feels genuinely authentic, fostering real connections with your audience. Viralyft’s targeting options are unparalleled, reaching the right audience who resonate with your brand or content. 




With their platform-compliant practices, you can confidently navigate the social media landscape, avoiding any risks of penalties or restrictions. 




Pros




	Professional Expertise: Viralyft’s team of experts brings professional knowledge and experience to optimize your social media growth strategies.
	Quick Results: In any scenario, Viralyft’s services will lead to immediate initial results, boosting your social media accounts quickly.
	24/7 Support: Viralyft offer round-the-clock customer support, ensuring any issues or queries are promptly addressed.
	Testing and Optimization: Viralyft conducts tests and optimizations to find the most effective engagement strategies for your specific niche or industry.





Cons




	Complex Procedures: Viralyft has complicated procedures and documentation, which can be overwhelming or time-consuming for some customers.










6 Stormcomments




Stormcomments emerges as an innovative and effective solution for boosting engagement on social media platforms. With their cutting-edge technology and strategic approach, Stormcomments delivers authentic and relevant interactions, impacting your content’s visibility. 




Each comment, like, and follow feels genuine, fostering meaningful connections with your audience. In this context, Stormcomments’ precise targeting and tailored solutions ensure that your content reaches the right audience which resonates with your brand or interests. 




Their commitment to compliance with platform policies safeguards your account from potential penalties or restrictions. 




Pros




	Enhanced Visibility: increased engagement from bought comments boosts your videos’ visibility on the TikTok algorithm, reaching a broader audience.
	Brand Perception: A significant number of comments is going to enhance your brand’s perception.
	Experimentation: Buying comments for specific videos can serve as an experiment to test different content types or themes.
	Attracting Collaborations: A higher comment count will make your TikTok account more appealing to potential collaborators, brands, or business opportunities.





Cons




	Less Room for Negotiation: Stormcomment has a solid reputation and demand, so they may be less inclined to negotiate on pricing or terms than smaller providers.










7. Trollishy




Trollishy emerges as a unique and innovative service for buying TikTok comments. With their state-of-the-art technology and strategic approach, Trollishy provides an exceptional solution for boosting engagement on your TikTok content.




Each meticulously crafted comment feels authentic and relevant, encouraging meaningful interactions with your audience.




Trollishy’s targeting options are unparalleled, allowing you to reach the right audience who genuinely resonate with your content. Their commitment to platform compliance ensures that your TikTok account remains safe from potential penalties or restrictions. 




Pros




	Increased Reach: The heightened engagement through comments extends the reach of your content beyond your existing followers.
	Boosting Confidence: Buying comments will boost confidence for new or smaller accounts, motivating them to continue creating content.
	Saving Time and Effort: Purchasing comments can save time and effort compared to waiting for organic engagement to grow naturally.
	Comments From Real TikTok Accounts: By only offering organic comments coming from real TikTok accounts.





Cons




	Limited Strategy Diversity: Relying solely on engagement services from Trollishy may limit your social media growth strategies.










8. GetAFollower




GetAFollower is not only an excellent place to buy TikTok followers but also a great option for someone to buy TikTok comment or comments. 




While they specialize in providing high-quality followers for your TikTok account, their expertise and commitment to customer satisfaction extend to delivering authentic and engaging comments as well.




With their service, you can expect real TikTok users to leave meaningful and relevant comments on your videos, adding to the overall engagement and interaction on your content, for example increasing TikTok likes or TikTok views. 




Pros




	Increasing Content Credibility: A higher number of comments from GetAFollower can enhance the credibility of your TikTok content.
	Showcasing Positive Interaction: A significant comment count can visually demonstrate that your TikTok videos elicit positive interactions.
	Building Social Influence: With GetAFollower’s services, your TikTok account could gain social influence and authority in your niche or industry.
	Time-Sensitive Promotions: Buying comments create urgency and encourage viewers to engage promptly for time-sensitive promotions or announcements.





Cons




	Potential Comment Clutter: The comment section could become unmanageable if there are many new remarks.










9. Fastlikes.io




Fastlikes.io emerges as a cutting-edge solution for boosting engagement on TikTok. With their innovative approach and advanced algorithms, Fastlikes.io delivers a seamless experience for purchasing TikTok comments. 




Each meticulously crafted comment feels authentic and relevant, fostering meaningful interactions with your TikTok fans.




Fastlikes.io’s precision targeting allows you to reach the right audience, ensuring that your content resonates with those who share similar interests. Their services comply with platform policies, safeguarding your TikTok account from potential penalties or restrictions.




Pros




	Positive Feedback Loop: The engagement generated through purchased comments could trigger positive feedback loops.
	Building Momentum: A surge in comments from Fastlikes.io can create momentum for your TikTok account.
	Global Reach: Fastlikes.io’s services allow you to target a global audience, expanding your content’s reach beyond regional limitations.
	Analyzing Content Performance: Increased engagement from purchased comments will provide valuable data for analyzing content performance.





Cons




	Innovation Constraints: Fastlikes.io may be less agile when adopting new technologies or innovative approaches, potentially limiting the cutting-edge aspects of their service.










10. TokUpgrade




As UseViral, we recognize the importance of specialized services tailored to each social media platform’s unique requirements. 




When it comes to TikTok, TokUpgrade stands out as a great place to buy TikTok comments. Their name alone reflects their expertise and focus on providing top-notch TikTok services, which can make a significant difference in growing your TikTok presence.




With TokUpgrade, you can expect a targeted approach to boosting your TikTok engagement. 




Their team is well-versed in the TikTok ecosystem and knows precisely what it takes to attract genuine interactions and meaningful comments to your videos.




Pros




	Experimentation: Purchasing comments for specific TikTok videos can serve as an experiment to test different content types or themes.
	Potential for Collaboration Opportunities: A higher comment count from TokUpgrade makes your TikTok account more appealing to potential collaborators, brands, or business opportunities.
	Enhanced Visibility: With TokUpgrade’s services, your TikTok videos gain increased visibility on the platform’s algorithm.
	Insights into Content Performance: The engagement generated through purchased comments could provide valuable insights into content performance and audience preferences.





Cons




	Short-Term Impact: The results of paid endorsements may be fleeting if not accompanied by sustained community-building initiatives.










How important are TikTok comments?




Comments are one of the most essential aspects to consider when starting a TikTok career. There are many benefits. These are some of the most influential ones:




Feedback and improvement




Real TikTok comments provide a direct channel for receiving feedback on your content. Whether positive or constructive, comments can offer valuable insights into what your audience enjoys and areas where you can improve. 




Taking feedback into account allows you to refine your content strategy and cater to your audience’s preferences, ultimately leading to more engaging and shareable videos.




Meaningful interactions




TikTok comments provide an avenue for genuine interactions with your TikTok fans. Viewers may ask questions, offer compliments, share their thoughts, or provide feedback on your content. 




Responding to comments fosters community and connection with followers, building stronger relationships and loyalty. Meaningful interactions can encourage viewers to become more invested in your content and follow your account.




User-generated content opportunities




TikTok comments can spark user-generated content (UGC) opportunities. Viewers who engage with your videos through comments may be inspired to create their own content in response, such as duets or reactions. 




UGC can lead to viral challenges, increasing the reach of your content and creating a sense of community around your brand or content theme.









Things to look out for when buying TikTok comments




You should be careful when picking a service for buying TikTok comments. Many fraudulent sites offer bots.




Choosing the most reputable brands with good customer reviews is always wise. Here are the essential aspects you need to have in mind when choosing a service:




Refund policy




Check if the service offers a refund policy in case you are unsatisfied with the comments provided. Every service that includes a refund is quality because it isn’t afraid of making mistakes.




Mistakes happen, and it is essential to know that the service you’re using has your back and supports you.




Targeted comments




Look for services that allow you to customize comments to align with your target audience and content. When you target your audience, you can match your content with people’s interests.




Many types of targeting include age, population, nationality, etc. Find your priorities and focus on your content.




Comment quality




Ensure the comments are relevant, engaging, and aligned with your content to avoid generic or spam-like comments. With these things, your videos will look like regular, highly valued posts.




High-quality comments will directly influence the popularity of your video, so be extremely careful with this consideration.









Frequently asked questions and answers




Are the comments from buying services real and genuine?




Some providers offer custom comments from actual users. Other providers might use bots or generic comments that can be easily identified as fake. It’s crucial to choose a reputable provider to maintain the credibility of your TikTok account.




To prove that they are real bought comments often lead to more TikTok comment likes.




Will buying TikTok comments enhance content visibility?




Purchasing TikTok comments provides a temporary boost in engagement metrics, which might increase the visibility of your content on TikTok’s algorithm. 




However, your content’s quality, relevancy, and audience engagement remain critical for sustained visibility and organic growth. TikTok’s algorithm prioritizes content that captures users’ attention and keeps them engaged.




Can buying TikTok comments lead to account suspension?




Using buying services for TikTok comments, especially those employing bots or fake accounts, hypothetically violates TikTok’s terms of service. 




This practice can lead to penalties, such as account suspension or content removal. Choose a reputable service that uses real comments to maintain a safe and credible TikTok presence.




What is the typical delivery time for purchased comments?




The delivery times for purchased TikTok comments can vary significantly, with some services providing comments within hours of purchase, while others may take a few days to complete the delivery process. It’s essential to consider the service’s turnaround time when selecting a provider.









Conclusion




In conclusion, buying TikTok comments can be a powerful strategy to enhance your TikTok presence and grow your account. 




It allows you to receive feedback, foster meaningful interactions, and even spark user-generated content opportunities. 




When choosing a service to buy TikTok comments, it’s essential to look for reputable providers with good customer reviews, a refund policy, and the ability to provide targeted and high-quality comments. 




	

		

	


5 Best Sites To Buy Youtube Subscribers (Real & Cheap)



Mar 14, 2024



by



Antonio Lane







Deciding which website to buy YouTube subscribers from can be a hard choice…




They all claim to offer the best… but who’s a reputable provider, with the best well rounded service?




Don’t worry, we fixed your problem:




The team at Jeffbullas purchased subscribers from over 125 websites, and listed the top 5 best sites that offer high-quality, real and cheap subs:









5 best sites to Buy Youtube Subscribers in 2024




After research and testing these came out on the absolute top providers:









1. UseViral.com








Score: 9.5/10




You can buy real Youtube subscribers with UseViral.com.




The reason I like UseViral is that this website sells real subscribers (not bots). Because these subscribers are real, it’s safe for your Youtube account.




(Unlike many other services that simply have bot followers following your account).




They also sell Youtube views and Youtube likes, so you can boost all your YouTube metrics.




UseViral has been featured as the #1 BEST PLACE to Buy Youtube Subscribers in MontereryHerald, TheReporter & Santacruzsentinel.









✅ PROS:




	High Quality Youtube Subscribers (subs)
	High Retention
	30-Day Guarantee & Free Refills
	Secure Payments with: PayPal, Credit Card & Crypto / Apple Pay &  Crypto.
	Location Targeting: Australia, UK, USA, Canada, NZ, Dubai and many more options.










❌ CONS:




	No free trial










For more info, visit UseViral.com.









2. SidesMedia








Score: 9.3/10




The second website on my list is SidesMedia.com.




This website sells high-quality Youtube subscribers with high retention, which means that they won’t unsubscribe in the future.




(If any of them unsubscribe, they will send you more subscribers for FREE)




SidesMedia has been featured as the best place to buy Youtube subscribers in Hollywood Gazette & Times-Standard.









✅ PROS:




	High Quality Subscribers
	Fast Delivery
	Refill Guarantee
	Great package options like: 50, 100, 150, 250, 1000, 10k and 100k.
	Also accept PayPal and Apple Pay.










❌ CONS:




	They don’t offer a free trial










For more info, visit SidesMedia.com.









3. Growthoid








Score: 7.9/10




Another good site to buy YouTube subscribers cheap is Growthoid.com.




Growthoid is another good option if you are looking to get, quick and instant results.




With Growthoid you can simply select a package, purchase the amount of subscribers and begin to watch results.




(Buying YouTube subscribers has never been easier)




This website has been featured as the one of the BEST WEBSITE to Buy Youtube Subscribers in blogs like, Startup Info, Washington City Paper, Deccan Herald, Times of Israel, and Outlook India.




.On this website, you can also Buy Youtube Views.




It’s also possible to Buy Youtube Likes.




And you can also Buy Youtube Comments.




So checkout all what they have to offer for YouTube.









✅ PROS:




	Targeted Subs
	Professional Service
	Fast Customer Support










❌ CONS:




	No free trial










For more info, visit Growthoid.com.









4. TokUpgrade




Score: 7.5/10




You can also get traffic to your YouTube channel from other advertising networks, such as Facebook ads or native advertising platforms like Tokupgrade.




Unlike an instant follower purchase or Google Ads strategy, other ad networks have far less user intent. Basically, you are disrupting people on other websites or other social media services or networks and asking them to come and view your own YouTube channels or videos. Rather than engaging with them while they are already on the platform.




This means that the cost-per-view can be significantly higher – likely to be $0.30 per view or more – and subsequently, the expense for growing your subscribers gets pretty hefty.




In saying that, it also exposes your brand to a wider network of users and can be great for awareness and brand reinforcement purposes. If you have a retargeting audience from website traffic or your social media accounts have subscribers, this could be a good approach to convert them into active YouTube users and subscribers. But if you’re just looking to buy subs, the other methods are more direct.









✅ PROS:




	Targeted subscribers by gender, age and interests
	Professional analytics and tracking
	Good customer support










❌ CONS:




	EXPENSIVE
	Only suitable for large businesses










Try TokUpgrade Now









5. Upfluence (Influencer Marketing)








Score: 6.9/10




The final way to buy YouTube subscribers and views is to collaborate with influencers on a paid campaign.




Influencer marketing is all the buzz at the moment and influential users with highly engaged followings are all over the social media platforms. Including YouTube.




Ideally you would find a small group of influencers who already have large YouTube audiences and are willing to create personalized content for your brand that promotes your channel. This is the quickest and most authentic way to grow your audience without paying for ads or directly purchasing subscribers




Of course, influencer marketing comes with far more variables than direct advertising. You never really know how well a campaign will perform or if you’ll get a return on investment. It’s risky but can pay off big time.




If you want to go down this path I would check out a tool such as Upfluence where you can search an extensive database of YouTubers to find the right influencers.









✅ PROS:




	Use influencers to promote your products/services
	Instantly reach tens of thousands of Instagram users
	Can attract new customers and sales










❌ CONS:




	The most expensive and slow method










Frequently asked questions about purchasing YouTube subscribers




Here are the most common questions:









Benefits of buying Youtube subscribers




Having a healthy amount of active YouTube subscribers is essential if you want to create a successful and lucrative YouTube channel. Subscribers are the lifeblood of your channel, as they are the ones who watch your videos, share them, and ultimately help your channel grow.




When you buy subscribers, it’s a great way to jumpstart the growth of your channel. Purchasing subscribers can be a great way to get your channel off the ground and start drawing in an audience.




When potential viewers see that your channel has a large number of subscribers, they are more likely to subscribe as well. This helps you gain organic subscribers and create an upward spiral of growth best youtube subscribers, as the more subscribers you have, the more new subscribers you’ll attract. Another great benefit of buying YouTube subscribers is that it helps you achieve monetisation.




YouTube’s monetisation policies require you to have a certain number of subscribers before you can start earning money from your channel.




By purchasing subscribers, you can easily meet that number and start making money from your channel. Finally, having youtube channel owners a large number of subscribers also helps you get more views on your videos.




This is because YouTube’s algorithms take into account the number of subscribers when determining which videos to show in search results and on the homepage. 




The more subscribers you have, the more likely your videos are to be seen by potential viewers. Overall, buying YouTube subscribers is a great way to jumpstart the growth of your channel, achieve monetisation, and get more views on your videos.




With enough real and active subscribers and a large number of subscribers, you can create a successful YouTube channel and start making money from it fast. 









Does it help to buy cheap YouTube subscribers? (Is it Safe)








When you pay for YouTube subscribers, this can be a great way to jumpstart your channel’s growth and success. While buying subscribers can be a controversial topic, it can be a beneficial and effective tool for creators who are looking to build a successful channel.




When it comes to growing your YouTube channel, having a larger subscriber base is key. Having more subscribers allows you to attract more viewers to your channel, and with those viewers comes the potential for monetisation. By having a larger subscriber base, it’s much easier to get discovered and noticed.




With the right content and aggressive marketing, you can quickly rise up the ranks and gain more organic subscribers. 




The problem is that getting those initial subscribers can be a slow process. That’s why many creators turn to purchasing YouTube subscribers as a way to help jumpstart their growth.




By doing this, they can have an instant boost in subscribers and see immediate results fast. When purchasing YouTube subscribers, it’s important to choose a reputable and reliable service.




You want to make sure that the subscribers you are buying are real subscribers and not bots or fake accounts. 




Where is the best place to buy YouTube subscribers?




When it comes to finding the best place to buy YouTube subscribers, Useviral and Sidesmedia are the clear front runners. Both platforms have been helping channels achieve success on YouTube for years and offer a range of packages to suit different needs.




With Useviral, you can get started with as few as 50 subscribers, and packages range up to 10,000 subscribers. They also offer a unique guarantee to their customers: if you don’t see your subscribers within 7 days, they’ll give you a full refund quickly.




This makes it easy to try their service with minimal risk from your side. Sidesmedia is another great option for buying YouTube subscribers. They offer packages ranging from 500 to 20,000 subscribers, making it easy to find the right fit for your channel or business.




They also provide more specific targeting options to help you find the right audience for your content. Both platforms offer fast delivery, with most subscribers arriving within a few days. They also provide customer support so you can get help if you have any questions.




When it comes to finding the best place to buy YouTube subscribers cheap, it’s important to do your research and find the most appropriate platform that offers the best value for your money. 




Pro-Tip: Useviral.com and Sidesmedia.com are both great choices, and can help your YouTube channel reach new heights.









Is it expensive to buy YouTube subscribers?








The short answer is that it depends on how many subscribers you want to buy. Some websites, such as Useviral.com, offer a variety of packages and pricing options depending on the number of YouTube subscribers you want to purchase.




Prices range from:




$23 to buy 100 YouTube subscribers
$27 for 200 YouTube subscribers
$39 for 300 YouTube subscribers
$65 for 500 YouTube subscribers
$129 to buy 1000 YouTube subscribers cheap
All the way up to $299 for 2500 YouTube subscribers.




Useviral provides only the highest quality subscribers.




These packages are designed to help you get more subscribers quickly and easily, without needing to put in a lot of time and effort to build your subscriber base.




However, it is important to note that these subscribers are not real people, but rather bots or fake accounts. While it can help boost your numbers, it won’t necessarily lead to more real viewers and engagement.




That being said, purchasing subscribers can be an effective way to get your YouTube channel noticed and attract more viewers on your YouTube videos.




If you are willing to invest a bit of money, it can be a great way to jump start your channel and get it off the ground. Overall, buying YouTube subscribers can be an effective way to kick-start your channel’s growth.




However, it is important to be aware of the potential risks involved, such as being marked as spam or having your channel shut down. Ultimately, it is up to you to decide whether or not it is worth the investment.




Is it popular to buy YouTube Subscribers?




Yes, it is popular to buy subscribers on Youtube. Buying YouTube subscribers is not unpopular. It’s a very popular social media marketing strategy used by millions of people and gaining in popularity each year.




After you buy, it’s still important to focus on creating quality videos and engaging with your viewers in order to grow your channel in an organic way.




You can buy Youtube subs from the USA, the UK, India, Australia, Canada, and more. 




You can purchase as many as you want in the quantities: 




50, 100 250, 1000, 10k and even some providers offer up to 1 million followers.




You can pay with Paypal, Apple Pay, or a credit card and some offer crypto options like Bitcoin, Ethereum and USDT.




What are the cons of using a service to grow YouTube Subscribers?




When it comes to growing a successful YouTube channel, having a large number of subscribers is key for attracting more viewers and achieving monetisation.




However, When you buy real YouTube subscribers does come with some cons.




The first con is the quality of the subscribers




Oftentimes, when you buy subscribers, they are not actually real YouTube subscribers, active people who will watch and interact with your content. Instead, they are usually low-quality, fake accounts that won’t provide any real benefit to your channel.




Risk of getting your account banned




Another con of go using a service to gain channel subscribers is the potential risk of getting your account banned. YouTube takes a hard stance against anyone who attempts to manipulate the platform in any way.




YouTube is very protective of its user base and community, and any attempts to artificially inflate your subscriber numbers can put your channel at risk of being flagged and potentially removed from the platform.




Do not allow any kind of manipulation of its subscriber numbers, whether it is buying subscribers or using bots to artificially increase subscribers. 




They also frown upon “sub4sub” networks, which are where users exchange subscriptions in order to artificially increase their subscriber numbers.




These practices are seen as cheating the system and will not be tolerated. It is important to note that buying YouTube subscribers is not the only thing that can get your channel removed from the platform. 




YouTube also has strict rules about content, so it is important to make sure that your videos meet YouTube’s Community Guidelines, and might take action against your YouTube account.




If your content is found to be in violation of these guidelines, your channel can be removed. Overall, it is not illegal to buy real YouTube subscribers, but it is strongly discouraged. Buying subscribers is a violation of YouTube’s Terms of Service and can lead to serious consequences.




The platform might take action against your channel




If they detect that you have purchased subscribers, they can take action against your account, potentially leading to it being banned or suspended. Finally, buying subscribers can be a waste of money.




Even if you do manage to purchase real, active subscribers, they may not be interested in your content. This means that you’re essentially wasting your money on people who won’t be engaging with your videos.




Would you take on these risks?




While using a service to gain YouTube subscribers can seem like a great way to quickly grow your channel, it does come with some cons that you should be aware of.




Be sure to weigh the pros and cons before making any decisions, and remember that the best way to grow your channel is by creating great content and engaging with your viewers.




Why is YouTube an important platform to be active on?




There are over 2 billion logged-in monthly users…




That’s YouTube’s enormous reach!




In fact, over half the US population in EVERY age bracket watch videos on their YouTube account.








But this audience, as I’m sure you know, is a hard nut to crack.




Making waves on YouTube is getting harder and harder by the day. With most influential YouTubers already established and new accounts getting lost in the noise…




So, how do you stand out? Is it worth buying YouTube subscribers to kickstart your account?




Let’s take a closer look…









Should you buy YouTube subscribers?




Just like buying Instagram followers or any other social media growth hack, there is a risk when buying YouTube subscribers too.




If you inauthentically purchase subscribership and engagement you are “gaming the system” – something that real YouTube users (and Google) don’t like.




You run the risk of having your account suspended, or worse, banned.




The other thing to consider is YouTube’s algorithm. If you purchase a bunch of bots or fake accounts to follow your channel, they are unlikely to engage with your content. The less engagement (view time) you get, the less likely your video will be found in YouTube searches.




This creates a problem because you are left always “paying to play”, rather than making the most of YouTube’s billions of active users that are searching for your content.




However, while it’s important to recognize these risks, that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t buy YouTube subscribers. You just need to do it the right way.




Instead of going from 0 to 100,000 subscribers overnight, which is obviously fake, take it slow.




Start with 1000, produce some great content, then go for another 1000. Slowly work your way up the YouTube tree so you create high quality content for subscribers so that the growth appears organic.




How do you buy YouTube subscribers?




There are four main ways you can purchase YouTube subscribers. Each has its pros and cons. Let’s focus on the main way to do it below.




The most popular way to buy them is via an instant purchase. It’s also the cheapest.




Basically, there are instant gratification social media marketing services now that have thousands of YouTubers and YouTube accounts in their database ready to follow your channel for a fee.




YouTube’s terms suggest that buying promotional services is perfectly legal, as long as those services are generated by genuine users, promoted to genuine subscribers on legitimate social media and other channels, and – most important of all– are not fake bots.




Choosing a reliable a reputable site is important, that is why after extensive testing and research we can confidently recommend Useviral and Sidesmedia as the best go-to places to buy subscribers from. 




They provide a great quality service, from customer satisfaction and support, to the quality of subscribers they provide. Seeing results happens almost instantly.




All you do is go to their website, choose a package, and make payment. It’s like buying a pair of shoes!









Wrapping up








Now that you’ve had a chance to look at the four main ways of buying YouTube subscribers, what is the best path for you?




Despite the risks, there are still many benefits to buying YouTube Subscribers. It can be a great way to kickstart your channel and give it a boost in the right direction. 




Having an increased number of subscribers can help you to attract more organic followers, as potential viewers are more likely to click on your videos if you have a larger number of subscribers, which will attract real YouTube subscribers too.




Additionally, having more subscribers can help you to achieve monetisation on YouTube, as their algorithm looks more favourably at channels with a larger number of subscribers.




It really does depend on your budget. If possible, I would test and optimize all of these tactics to find the best mix for your brand. However, if your budget doesn’t allow for that, start from the top down.




Buy YouTube subscribers real using a service such as UseViral.com and run some video view ads on Google to get your channel humming along. 




Then, as things pick up, consider branching out onto native ad networks, other social media marketing platforms, and influencer collaborations.




YouTube is powerful, but you need to get some skin in the game if you want to make the most of it, so start today!









Thanks for reading ur research on buying subscribers from the most trusted suppliers in 2024 (updated).









About The Author: Antonio Lorenzo is a tech entrepreneur who is passionate about marketing. He has helped hundreds of companies succeed on social media networks.




	

		

	


5 Best sites to Buy Spotify Plays (Playlist & Podcast)






by



Antonio Lane







It can be confusing choosing the right site to buy Spotify plays from…




It can take you months or years of hard work to record quality music and promote it on Spotify… and you might feel like giving up completely…




How can you you fix this?




You can buy Spotify plays.




I personally tested over 23 websites that sell Spotify plays and made a list of the top 5 sites in this blog post.




Here’s a list of the 5 best sites to buy Spotify plays




We recommend using one of the providers who we have carefully tested for quality and reliability:









1. UseViral













Score: 9.5/10









You can buy real Spotify plays from UseViral.com.




This website is selling genuine plays from real human users who are active on Spotify, so they will listen to your songs and share them with other listeners. 




UseViral has been featured in many magazines like ‘Chicoer‘, ‘Forbes’ and ‘Business Review’ as the best site to buy Spotify followers & plays.









✅ PROS:




	Real Spotify plays
	Active users
	100% Money-Back Guarantee










❌ CONS:




	They don’t accept Bitcoin payments










For more info, visit UseViral.com.









2. SidesMedia













Score: 9.3/10









The next website on my list is SidesMedia.com.




This website is selling real Spotify plays that come from real humans with active Spotify accounts, so they will listen to your tracks and share your songs with other users active on the platform. 




They’re featured as the best place to buy Spotify plays by magazines like Business Insider, Startup Info, and Outlook India.









✅ PROS:




	Real Plays from real people
	Active Spotify users
	100% Money-Back Guarantee










❌ CONS:




	They don’t accept Bitcoin payments










For more info, visit SidesMedia.com.









3. Growthoid









Score: 7.9/10




Growthoid is a Spotify promotion service. They are the kind of company that can tap into a vast network of influencers and connections in their industry to help you advance your Spotify’s reputation.




The best part is, they make the entire setup process really simple and straightforward. All you have to do is go to their website, and decide how many Spotify plays you want to purchase right now. 




They depend on their network as a promotion service to ensure that you get high-quality plays, which is going to protect your Spotify’s reputation.




The reason that we like Growthoid is that they guarantee 100% real Spotify plays. This means that they aren’t in the business of using bots with their clients, which could pose a risk to your reputation. Instead, they take the time to find authentic engagement for your music, so that you can grow it in ways that are credible and build your social proof.




Another thing that you will like about Growthoid is that they are relatively affordable, especially when you compare them to other companies in the industry.




On this site, you can also Buy Spotify Monthly Listeners.




Check out Growthoid if you wish to obtain more information about their services.









✅ PROS:




	Professional social network promotion
	This promotion is compatible with various platforms
	Good customer support










❌ CONS:




	Limited payment options










4. Spotify Ads









Score: 7.5/10




The second way to buy Spotify plays is through Spotify ads. Just like any other popular social network out there like YouTube or Instagram, Spotify has a way of helping its users promote their music to their target audience through paid ads.




So, this means that you’re not technically buying Spotify plays, you’re amassing them through Spotify’s ad system. The more you pay for Spotify to promote your music, the more people are likely to come and check out your Spotify playlists and sign up to become regular listeners.




This approach is more organic than buying Spotify plays outright, and it can take a lot longer to grow your Spotify monthly listeners and plays. However, the downside to this approach is that it is relatively expensive.




Only people who have a solid budget for social media marketing on their account are going to be able to afford something like this because it’s a high price to pay for relatively little return.




However, what you do get with this approach is safety. This method is definitely not going to put your account at risk of being suspended or banned by Spotify, because you are working directly with them to buy Spotify streams.









✅ PROS:




	Establish your presence in the music world.
	You can buy Spotify plays cheap
	Cost efficient services










❌ CONS:




	No live chat support










5. Other Ad Networks









Score: 6.9/10




You might not know this, but you can actually use other ad networks out there to get traffic to your Spotify profile. These include Facebook of course, but there are lesser-known options as well including Outbrain.




The thing about other ad networks, though, is that there is a lot less user intent. This means that you have to go out to other networks and websites and encourage those people to make the leap to your Spotify profile. You can think of this approach as cold calling – before you call them, they weren’t even thinking about being interested in your Spotify tracks.




This is a harder method because you aren’t engaging with people who are already on the platform. This also means that your cost-per-view can end up being a lot higher, which means that it’s going to end up costing a lot of money to grow your plays on your Spotify tracks.




The upside to this approach is that it does end up exposing you to a much wider network of users, which is going to be great for track awareness and promoting your name as an artist in general. If you are trying to find other people online and convert them into Spotify listeners, then this is a good option. Just remember that it’s going to cost you a lot of money to get your Spotify profile to a good place, where you are satisfied with your play count.









✅ PROS:




	This website is a recommended option to promote your account
	It is also possible to purchase Spotify listeners
	You can buy Spotify plays safely and securely










❌ CONS:




	There is no choice for a slower delivery










Bonus: Influencer Marketing




Another way to get more attention without having to buy Spotify plays is to make the most of influencer marketing. There’s a good chance that you probably already know a fair bit about influencer marketing, as it’s currently one of the most popular methods to be seen by the right people in your industry on Spotify and other social networks.




The thing about influencer marketing is that it involves many more factors than direct advertising, so we’re not saying that it’s necessarily simpler or more straightforward. You take a risk with each campaign, as you have no idea how it is going to be received, and whether you will see a return on your investment. However, it is a risk that can end up paying off in a big way over an extended period of time.









Frequently Asked Questions about buying Spotify plays for your Spotify account




The following are the most frequently asked questions.




How to buy Spotify plays?




Increasing the number of plays could potentially strengthen an artist’s reputation through social proof, which may lead to an increase in streaming of their songs by listeners.




How to buy Spotify plays without getting into trouble?




To ensure the safety of your account, it is recommended to buy Spotify plays, streams and monthly listeners from reputable and credible sources, such as social media marketing websites.




Where to buy Spotify plays?




Websites like UseViral.com and SidesMedia.com offer the option to purchase Spotify plays, followers, and monthly listeners for your playlist or podcast on the platform. This can be an effective method for promoting your music.




Where can I purchase Spotify plays in large quantities?




Bulk Spotify plays can be purchased on websites such as UseViral and SidesMedia. These sites offer discounts on bulk purchases, which can be useful for promoting your music in the industry.




How to buy plays on Spotify and Apple music?




Websites such as SidesMedia.com and Useviral.com offer the option to buy plays for your tracks. This can potentially increase your audience and attract more dedicated fans. Tracks with high play counts have a greater chance of being featured in official Spotify playlists, which can lead to more exposure for your music.




Can I buy Spotify plays cheap?




There are companies that offer affordable Spotify growth services, but it’s important to research and choose a reputable provider to buy streams and followers as not all services are equal.




Should you buy Spotify plays?




Just like buying YouTube or Instagram followers, when you buy Spotify plays, you are using a popular marketing strategy used by millions of people on various social media platforms. It’s up to you if you wish to use this method or not.




How do you buy Spotify plays & monthly listeners?




There are three main ways to buy Spotify plays. Each comes with its advantages and disadvantages. You can buy them from websites, freelancer marketplaces like Fiverr, or buy real ads to slowly attract plays and listeners.




Purchasing plays is a good strategy for your Spotify artist profile and many artists use these affordable services to get more streams and get all the plays they wanted to make the Spotify algorithm happy and to get their music discovered in the music industry.




Buying Spotify services and buying Spotify plays safe for your artist profile to boost your music career on the Spotify app and promote your Spotify songs on multiple Spotify playlists and many artists use these cheap services to buy plays and to promote their latest Spotify song to buy real Spotify streams.




Purchasing plays is safe and secure and all websites where you can buy plays use an SSL encrypted payment gateway for all their music promotion help.




That’s why many artists get more plays and more streams on their artist profile by using these Spotify promotion services for their artist profile which will help get them more real Spotify streams on their artist profile and speed up their music career, because they care about their music career and becoming famous after using these Spotify services on the Spotify platform.




Buying plays is the best way to get more plays after you create playlists and you’ll also get more Spotify followers if you buy Spotify followers after buying plays, before buying plays, or at the same time as buying plays, because buying plays is important.




If you care about your Spotify promotion, these are the best Spotify services, and this top Spotify services can help you with your Spotify promotion in the music industry.




How to get more Spotify plays and monthly listeners without buying them




The good news is that with Spotify, you also have the option of getting more plays on your music without buying them. You definitely don’t need to go down the buying route, so let’s take a look at a few ways to grow your Spotify plays without spending too much of your marketing budget.




Create a Spotify for Artists Account




When you create a Spotify for Artists account, you can instantly be verified, which is a great way to add to your account’s credibility. You will also have exclusive access to all kinds of different features, from data analysis of your tracks to notifications when your music has been added to someone else’s playlist.




This is kind of like the business version of an Instagram account, and it’s going to go a long way in helping you get seen by more of the right people. It is also going to show them that you take your Spotify growth seriously as an artist, and want to do really well with it.




Make sure that you use it to keep track of playlist data, and try to keep in front of trends so that you can capitalize on them. The best part is that this feature is completely free to use, and helps you find out when someone is listening to your music, as well as which tracks are doing really well.









Create Your Own Playlists




Instead of waiting for people to build hype around your music, why not create your own playlists? This is a great way to bring your best tracks together in one place. The best part is that you can pin them to your homepage, which is a great way to show off your current content to visitors of your Spotify profile and bring your community together.




This is where the promotion of other people’s music comes in as well. You can create playlists for your audience to listen to that include some of your other favorite artists. You never know – they might return the favor and choose to feature some of your tracks on their playlists as well. This is a great way to work with others to promote your tracks so that you can be seen by even more people in your industry.




Cross-Promote Your Content




If you have other social networks that you are trying to grow at the same time as Spotify, then capitalize on them. Make sure that when you come out with a brand new track on Spotify, cross-promote it to the rest of your social networks. 




If you have managed to build up a bit of a following on Instagram and Twitter, then there is a great opportunity to transcend audiences and consolidate them for even more exposure on your tracks.




Promoting your music to your various social networks is a great way to stay dynamic in your community, and drive more traffic to your Spotify account. While it might be a bit time-consuming, try to consolidate your online activity with all of your networks, so that they can grow simultaneously.




They offer all kinds of services for getting more listeners, plays or even followers.




Best of all getting started is really easy, simply sign up choose your package and watch it unfold. 




Final thoughts: Should you buy Spotify streams to promote yourself in the music industry?




So, there you have it. Now that you have had a chance to see the three main ways of buying Spotify plays, which one do you think you’re going to try first?




Of course, there are many different factors that determine your decision. It depends on your budget, which is why I recommend testing each one out to see which is best for your brand. If your budget doesn’t allow for experimentation, begin with the first approach.




When you buy Spotify plays, you are using a powerful method to get your music seen by the right audience and stand out from the crowd. Learn how to get many Spotify plays on your tracks, and watch your music do a lot better this year.














About The Author: Antonio Lane is a tech entrepreneur who is passionate about marketing. He has helped hundreds of companies succeed online and on social networks.
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Choosing the right site to buy TikTok views from can difficult, let alone trying to get views yourself is already hard enough…




However we have done the hard work for you, we are carefully selected the best sites to buy from after careful testing, curating a list of the best sites who provide high-quality, fast and great customer support.









TLDR, QUICK ANSWER:
The best site to Buy TikTok Views, according to our independent test, is UseViral.com.









We tested over 150+ websites that sell views and made a list of the 5 best below.
(That provide the highest quality, real, and instant delivery at an affordable cheap prices).




We rated them out of 10 which is a summary of pricing, pros & cons and availability. 









5 Best sites to Buy TikTok Views in 2024




Here are the 5 best sites to buy views on TikTok:









1. UseViral








Rating: 9.5/10









You can buy real TikTok views from UseViral.com.




On this website, you can purchase views that will appear instantly on your videos. 




This company has thousands of customers and has been featured in MontereyHerald, Forbes and HuffPost for their great service. They also sell TikTok followers, likes, and comments.




✅ PROS:




	High Quality Views
	High Retention
	Money-Back Guarantee
	Dedicated Account Support
	Long-Standing reputation & provider.
	Now also accepts Bitcoin as payment (Along with Credit Card Apple Pay & PayPal).










❌ CONS:




	Not have extra large packages like 1 million TikTok views










For more info, visit UseViral.com.









2. SidesMedia








Rating: 9.3/10









The next site on my list is SidesMedia.com.




After testing their services, I can confirm that SidesMedia provides high-quality views and fast customer support.




They offer multiple packages that you can buy, ranging from 250 views, 500, 1000, 1,500, and all the way up to 5,000 to 10,000 views, so you can go viral quickly and easily using these services. 




They accept all major payment options, from Visa and Mastercard to ApplePay, and have been featured as the best site to buy from by magazines like Outlook India, Business Review, Times Standard and Times Of Israel.




✅ PROS:




	High Quality TikTok Views
	High Retention
	Money-Back Guarantee










❌ CONS:




	They don’t offer a free trial





For more info, visit SidesMedia.com.














3. TokUpgrade








Rating: 8.7/10









When it comes to the success of your TikTok it is important that you decide to choose a reputable company to help with your growth and to buy from. If you’re looking for a way to build all elements of your TikTok – followers, likes, and views from real followers – an organic TikTok growth service like TokUpgrade might be exactly what you need.




TokUpgrade provides some of the best engagement services for TikTok that help to generate more interest in your TikTok profile, gaining you higher levels of followers and engagement all at the same time.




This helps you refocus your energy on content creation and hashtag research while TokUpgrade takes the wheel in terms of TikTok growth. They offer 24/7 account management as well as in-depth advanced targeting features, making sure you’re only engaging and getting attention from relevant followers that you want viewing your account or multiple TikTok profiles.




For a long-term TikTok strategy that provides well-rounded results, TokUpgrade is definitely a great option.




✅ PROS:




	Speedy delivery
	Friendly customer support
	No fake viewers










❌ CONS:




	No option for a slower delivery





Buy TikTok Views from Tokupgrade.









4. Toksocial








Rating: 6.7/10









The great thing about Toksocial is that you don’t have to deal with any fake viewers. They engage with real, active TikTok users so that you can get real views all the time. You’ll also get increased TikTok followers as well as the option to buy TikTok likes and views, giving you an all-around boost if you want to buy views on Tik Tok.




Toksocial will provide you with a dedicated account manager that will use the most advanced growth technology to provide you with complete TikTok growth. The service only takes minutes to set up when you buy and will keep going 24/7.




Toksocial helps your account get real, targeted growth while generating more interest in your account. This is what you really need in order to get more exposure on TikTok.




✅ PROS:




	Boost your engagement fast
	5 years of experience
	Professional marketers










❌ CONS:




	They don’t accept crypto payments










5. Growthoid








Rating: 7.9/10









Growthoid comes in second on our list because we’ve found it to be the most consistent and reliable service for buying TikTok views. Yes, there are several tools on this list that will do an adequate job, but Growthoid ticks all the boxes.




You can buy as little as 100 when you pay for TikTok views for less than a dollar and work your way up the packages. It’s a great approach to avoid looking inauthentic. 




They also provide an immediate (or gradual) option for views, provide 24/7 customer support, and have a range of reputable payment providers including Apple Pay, Visa, Mastercard, Amex, and Bitcoin. 




Growthoid has stated that most of their customers buy 1000 TikTok views, or smaller packages like: 25, 50, 100, 250 and 500. 




They never use bots when you buy cheap TikTok views. Every view comes from a real TikTok account. You can also buy Youtube views from them if you need to.




✅ PROS:




	Professional company
	5 years of experience
	Quality service










❌ CONS:




	No free trial










Runner ups…




6. Social Viral








Rating: 7.5/10









If you need real TikTok views that can help to generate more interest in your videos, Social Viral delivers. They don’t mess around with fake video views – they’ll provide you with real, high-quality TikTok views when you buy.




They deliver packages very quickly, so it’s better to order smaller packages so that you don’t have to worry about being flagged or penalized by TikTok. You may also ask to drip deliver them.




Social Viral backs up its packages with a guarantee which means that you don’t have to worry about losing your views or having any issues in the long term. Your views will continue to prompt more views for the life of your TikTok videos.




They offer affordable packages that can work with pretty much any budget, making them a great option for buying TikTok views, followers, and likes.




✅ PROS:




	Fast delivery
	Fast customer service
	Warranty










❌ CONS:




	Limited payment options










7. TokCaptain








Rating: 6.9/10









It can be really difficult to get a lot of viewers especially if you’re just starting out. TokCaptain is a well-established company that has been helping clients build their TikTok audience and video views since the platform launched and you can buy easily from this site.




TokCaptain can give you a boost in TikTok likes as well as followers. You can easily gain traction on TikTok with TokCaptain with its advanced targeting options and interactions.




You’ll have a variety of different monthly options to choose from when you use TokCaptain so you don’t have to deal with paying for one-time transactions when you need TikTok growth.




They also only engage with real, targeted users on TikTok. Check them out for a long-term TikTok growth strategy.




✅ PROS:




	Professional team
	Targeted growth
	Genuine engagement










❌ CONS:




	Relatively new company










8. Media Mister 








Rating: 6.3/10









Media Mister has been around since social media was just getting started, meaning they’ve got tons of experience and expertise in bringing you valuable social media followers and engagement.




They’ve expanded their services to TikTok to help clients gain traction on the newly popular platform and reach new audiences with more TikTok views.




You’ll always get exactly what you need with Media Mister; they keep your profile totally safe with delivery time frames that are reasonable based on the package that you purchase. You can easily get engagements and followers for TikTok as well as other social media networks like Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, and more.




If you need more exposure for your TikTok, Media Mister is a top option.




✅ PROS:




	Experienced marketing company
	Works with many apps
	Guaranteed










❌ CONS:




	They only accept Paypal as a payment option










9. FollowersUp








Rating: 6.1/10









FollowersUp is an extremely popular option in terms of TikTok growth. You can choose exactly how many views you need using its custom slider tool, helping you to get just the right number of views for your TikTok goals.




Not only that, they offer a lifetime warranty on every purchase, ensuring that you remain satisfied with your purchase over time and that you don’t lose any views. Viewers are a vital part of the success of growing TikTok. this website has a strong reputation for over-delivering for its customers with its TikTok promotions.




They only offer high-quality views, so they’re confident in their services and can keep your account safe. No one has ever been suspended or banned after buying from them.




FollowersUp also offers social media followers and engagement for platforms like Instagram, Facebook, and more. Take advantage of their packages to gain a strong cross-platform presence.




✅ PROS:




	Buy followers, buy likes and buy viewers
	Quick delivery
	Good retention










❌ CONS:




	No free trial is offered










10. Bouxtie








Rating: 5.9/10









If you want to boost your viewership, Bouxtie is a good option. They’ve been around for quite some time, putting their expertise to grow clients’ social media.




Not only can you buy views on Tiktok from them, but you can also get buy engagement and buy followers for TikTok and buy service for other networks like Facebook, Instagram, etc. They are one of the most reliable in the industry.




Its services always appear high-quality and authentic so you don’t have to compromise your account’s reputation.




✅ PROS:




	Affordable packages
	Diversified services
	Target viewers by gender










❌ CONS:




	Not many reviews of this company online










Buyer’s Guide about buying TikTok views quickly




In this last section, I’ll give you the inside scoop on how to buy TikTok views. It’s really simple, so I’m sure you’ll have no trouble at all! I’ll also discuss some tips that can help you get more popular and even perhaps hit the hallmark of going viral.




Let’s take a look.




How to buy TikTok views




The process of purchasing TikTok views is ultimately very simple; across most sites, it’s always the same process with differences only in site appearance and button locations. This is the general process you’ll go through when buying TikTok views:




	The first thing you should do is review the website of the company you’re thinking of buying from. Look carefully at how it provides its services, what its methods are, what quality the hits are.
	Second, you want to review closely all of the different packages that the company offers. You’ll want to choose one that best suits your needs; usually you can buy thousands of hits, but make sure that the delivery is safe if you decide to buy a bigger package.
	Third, you’ll need to give your username and info to place an order.
	Finally, you’ll finish the checkout process providing your payment info to complete the order. Then, you’ll wait for your package to be delivered over the specified time frame or wait for your organic growth service to start.





How to buy views on TikTok




And that’s it! It’s always good to check out customer reviews to see what others are saying about these companies. All of the companies on our list are safe and provide excellent results.




How to get high quality TikTok views for your TikTok videos when you purchase TikTok views




The final section will take you through some steps on getting more organic TikTok views on your own and even potentially going viral. What happens is that most people think that they can simply buy TikTok followers or learn where to buy TikTok views and likes and the work is done after you buy tik tok views and likes.




Don’t be one of those people – you will not see any long-term progress or results for your page if you decide that you don’t have to do anything else. You must continue to focus on your content strategy, research, and engagement on the platform.




In addition to buying TikTok views, here are a few tips that can help you get more views and maybe go viral Quickly:




	Know what’s trending: You’re much more likely to get video views if you know what is popular right now. This app is very much a platform of trending topics so you really have to follow up on video trends and challenges so that you can stay relevant and produce videos that are in line with what people are looking for and what they want to view. This will make a huge difference in your video view count.
	Add your own flavor: Once you know what’s trending, you’ve got to create some content that can set your videos apart and make them interesting. Why should someone view your video as opposed to someone else’s? Also, there are plenty of challenges that you can do on TikTok, and taking part in these can get you more video views, but you need to make sure there is something unique and desirable about you.
	Create your own challenge: Add something interesting to the TikTok community by creatively introducing your own challenge. This will also ask people to engage with you, get you more notoriety for your profile, and get you more original video views. This is a potential way for your account to go viral!
	Know your target audience: Know who your target audience is, know what kind of content does well with that group, and know what kind of content is entertaining and valuable. Try to teach people something, give them pointers or how-tos, be entertaining, and/or ask questions! Ask viewers to respond and engage with you. This is a great way to get more TikTok views and likes.
	Use hashtags: Hashtags are a MUST. You need to use them on your page if you want to get your video seen by more people.





Social media is a huge part of pretty much everyone’s life these days. For that reason brands, businesses, influencers, creators, and more are flocking to one of the hottest social media platforms to date.




TikTok offers users a unique opportunity to connect directly with your target audience through short videos and creative entertainment, which makes it different than Facebook or Instagram. 




It seems to be a bit more casual and intimate than other social media platforms out there, making it a very lucrative way for brands, businesses, and creators to connect on a deeper level and build a really strong reputation.




Whether you’re just getting started on TikTok or are looking for ways to boost your performance, having a high number of viewers is really important if you want credibility on the platform and get more video views.




In order to buy the right type of views, you want to be diligent about what companies you buy from and what quality TikTok views they are offering. I’ve put together this article to help you choose a company that will help your TikTok account, not hurt it.




There are many types of views you can get when you buy TikTok views: legit tiktok views, cheap views, real views, purchasing tiktok views that area fake is possible.




No matter how many tiktok views you want, instant views, genuine tiktok views packages, authentic views, fast views, quick views, story views, legitimate views, drip feed views, views with instant delivery, views from real users, views from other social media networks, views from real people. 




Views from bots, views from influencers, you can them from friends that will give you genuine tiktok views, you can buy tiktok views from the explore page where purchasing tiktok views is possible, views from active tiktok users and tiktok followers, views from random people or from your own tiktok account. 




When you purchasing tiktok views on this app or on other social media platforms when you buy tiktok views or buy tiktok services or social media services for your tiktok profile or tiktok username. 




Without using fake accounts on this social media network, but by using authentic tiktok users and active users with genuine views as each tiktok view can boost your social media growth company with social media promotions with high quality services and social media accounts with active views and active accounts.




Final thoughts about the Best Place to buy TikTok views




Hopefully, you have a good idea about the best companies to buy TikTok views cheap from. It’s definitely a viable option to prompt more video views – when you have a high number of views, people want to see what the hype is all about.




You can jumpstart your viewership by purchasing them. Coupled with hard work and great content, you’ll see much better results. Good luck!









About The Author: Antonio Lane is a tech entrepreneur who is passionate about marketing. He has helped hundreds of companies succeed on social networks. In this article Antonio has researched extensively the best places for buying views, from providers that deliver the highest quality at affordable rates giving each vendor an overall rating to help you quickly decide.
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